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ABSTRACT 

This report reviews the various mechanisms for mak:i.ng managerial promotion 
in New York State government employment. In conducting this research our 
particular interest was :i.n finding out whether there were differences in the use 
of these mechanisms on the basis of sex and race/ethnicity, under an hypothesis 
of institutional discrimination. Findings include some patterns of potential 
discrimination on the basis of both sex and minority status. Specifically, we 
found differences in the ways that managers received promotion through the most 
traditional routes: women and minority men were more likely to be promoted 
through the most open competitive examinations; majority men were more likely to 

I be promoted through less open examinations. We also found that women and 
-,---- ~~~mtrrur-:t~ty-.ir~~weTe-less i-i1<:e~lytnan majoritymento ~re~ceive~ permanent~ promocTorH:1~- ~- -- - -~ 

through the most non-traditional routes of managerial promotion, those which 
allow for great managerial discretion in selecting the best candidate. Further, 
we found that what is considered the most common mechanism of promotion in the 
public sector -- the competitive examination -- i.s only the second most commonly 
used route. The most common route of advancement is through a non-permanent 
mechanism of promotion (either provisional or temporary). In addition, these 
non-permanent appointments were found to continue for unexpectedly long 
durations. Policy recommendations include that managerial flexibility be 
balanced with measures of accountability, that the legal length of non-permanent 
promotions be given new attention, that eligibility to compete for managerial 
promotion be extended to more women and minority men, that managerial 
flex:i.bility be used as a tool of affirmative action, and that information about 
how the various routes of promotion can be used be made more widely available to 
employees and their managers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 

A review of any national statistics on the position of women and minority 

men employed i.n our organizations and institutions reveals that these.groups are 

largely under-represented at the upper levels, while they are over-represented 

at the lower levels. For those of us interested in equal employment opportunity 

these statistics are particularly alarming. Moreover, they raise questions 

about mechanism_ of_ access:_ how _<!_o_ people gain access. to the higher. levels_ oJ _____ _ 

organizational l:i.fe? And do their strategies vary on the basis of sex and 

race/ethnicity? 

Since Hs founding in 1978, the Center for Women in Government has had an 

interest in answering these questions, with special emphasis on public sector 

employment. 

In that regard we have conducted a series of research projects which focus 

on promotions. In these studies we have examined various aspects of the 

structure of the civil service system to see whether rules, regulations and 

practices might have an unintentional discriminatory impact on certain groups of 

workers. Since government employment is controlled by a rigid personnel system 

where how one moves from position to position is explicitly prescribed, the 

structure of this system is a most important factor in determining who gets 

ahead. 

Prevtous Research on Promoti.on in New York State 

The research reported here follows two important studies of New York State 

public employment which, together with these data, give us important clues about 

how the civil service system may be impeding the progress of women and minority 

men. 
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The first related study examined career ladders or promotion paths to 

determine whether they were segregated by sex and, if so, whether male dominated 

ladders were structurally different from female dominated ladders. Specifital-

a.y, researchers wanted to know whether female dominated ladders offered as much 

bppotturtity fot advancement and were as financially rewarding as male dominated 

J.addets. In fact they found that female dominated career ladders, both prof es-' 

s:l.onal and hoh .. ptofessional, began at lower pay grades and peaked at lowet p1:ty 

~tades than male dominated ladders (l?etersen•Hardt atid Perlman, 1979). So part 

of the answer to out continuing question became clear -- wdmen were disadvan

taged hetause the career ladders they tended to be employed on paid 1Ms and 

structurally allowed for less advancement opportunity than the ladders men 

tended tb be on. '!'his situation can be corrected by changing the structure of 

career ladders so that the ladders dominated by women hav~ similar ptmrtotion 

opportUhities to those dotnfo.ated by men. and by continuing to integrate ca teer 

ladders so that th<;1y ate less se'lt segregated. Both these Mlutions are 

occutrh1g in New York State government. 

The second reiated study examined the traditional examirtation promotion 

ptocess for managets to detetmine whether eKpe:dence differed on the basis of 

sex or t'ace/ethnicity, Ih particular, rese.afohers wanted to determine whether 

wot11en and mihod.ty men did as well as majority men when attempting to mo\te up in 

managetrtent thtouih the formai promotion and selection process, If not, they 

wanted to identify the impediments to their progress. The formal exatrd.nation 

ptoce!:!s was se1etted for this analysis because it is considered the traditional 

way to get promoted in gdvernment. The process includes beihg deemed .eligible 

to take a promotional examination; taking the examination, receiving a score and 

a ranking brt -a list, and getting selected if you are one of the top three 

candidates on the list (as required by Civil Service Law), 
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In analyzing the managerial promotion process researchers found that the 

major barrier to the advancement of women and minority men is that they tend not 

to be employed in the job titles traditionally considered appropriate training 

ground to make them eligible to even apply for managerial promotion. Converse

ly, those employed in white male dominated jobs much more often were considered 

eligible to promote into managerial positions (Steinberg and Haignere, forth

coming; Haignere, Chertos and Steinberg, 1982; Steinberg, 1981). 

The State and the labor union representing professional and managerial 

------ -@mpl0yee-s--(F-r0fe-ssiona-l-Empl0yees -Feder-at-ion}-have-made -use of t-hese findings-in-- --- --- -

supporting the Managerial Access Project, Coordinated by the Center for Women 

:i.n Government, this experimental project seeks to take a fresh look at eligi-

bj_l:lty requirements for selected managerial examinations, and where possible to 

broaden them to increase the numbers of women and minority men considered 

eligible to compete for management promotions. 

Whi.le doing the study of the traditional examination route of promotion, we 

also learned that many managerial promotions come about through alternative 

procedures. At first it was thought that as many as 30 percent of the promo-

tions were gained through alternative non-traditonal routes. The actual 

percentage would later prove to be much greater -- about 70 percent. In order 

to understand the entire mobility process it was clear that we would have to 

examine both the traditional and non-traditional routes to promotion. This 

occurred in our third promotion process study, the results of which are reported 

hete. 

Scope of the Study 

Continuing our tradition of interest in equal access to promotion oppor

tunities, this study examines all of the possible mechanisms for obtaining a 
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Jtlanagerial proµi.qtion in New York !3tate gqvernment, Unlike the reilatively rig5.d 

and traditional examination prqcer:;s stqdied earlier, many of the alternative ;. . ' . . . 

i:nechanismi:, are extremely flexible apd provide for ;;i. great: deal of managerial 

fliscretion in selecting who will recei.v!i! s:i particular :p,romot:ion. Our pdfilary 

:1.nterest was to idtmtify any differences in the use of tbes9 mechanisms which 

fight be related to tbe sex and race/ettinicity of the indi~iduals receiving the 

prqmotiqns. Where W@ found such differences ~nd wh~re we believed the 4iffer

~nces ro.ay pe indic.at9rs qf inst:i-tHtii;:rq9-l dia,q;:l-11:d,qation, we attempt~$! to provide 

policy recom111endaUons to alter the sitµat:ton. 

Specifically, we reviewed. the most recent promot:j.ons qf l 381 ma,na~edal 

promotions were obtained. In particul~r, we wanted to f:i.n.d oµt 't;(qetre-i: majority 
I 

prqportionc:ite share of p:n:imotions thrqµgh each roq,te to the top. H not, we 
~ . 

atte111pteq. ~o find out why certain mechanisros were u::;ed disprppprt:;.on/ltely for 

the prpmption pf meml:>ers of a pa,rticular group, 
! . . . - . . ~ . . 

pqt cqncerne~ w.Hh wheth~r promAt::1-on~ w~re pl;>ta:j.n~<:l~ 1:rnt rath~f wttn riow fffO

µiotipns were optainE;id~ We, were :inter~steq :!-,n poss:j.p:Le patterns by wh:i~h µiqles 

five inten:ela,ted subjects -,- the ewployµient situat:1-on of women and minority 

men, internal lab pr, marlq,~ts. the tnerit system, 1,t1flnaieria,+ flr,xit>eility, and 

instft4tion~l discrinri-nation -- are pertinent. 
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Employment Statistics for Women and Minority Men 

A review of national statistics on the employment status of women and 

minority men reveals that these groups are largely under-represented at the 

higher earning levels, while they are over-represented at the lower levels. For 

those of us interested in equal employment opportunity, statistics on the 

progress of women and minorities are encouraging, but not wholly satisfying.
1 

In 1940, in the nation as a whole, women held 11 percent of the management 

positions. This figure grew to 16 percent in 1970 and to 28 percent in 1980, 

______ ---BY---1-980-,-however-,- only. __ 7_ -percent--of_ all _employed- -Women_ were _ in _ managerial- ______ _ 

positions compared to over 15 percent of all men (Statistical Abstracts of the 

United States, 1958, 1982-83). 

Even smaller proportions of minority workers were in managerial positions. 

While 12 percent of all white workers were in managerial positions in 1940, only 

2 percent of non-white workers were so employed, However, the figures for 

whites have remained fairly constant through 1980, while the proportion of 

non-whites has more than doubled. Even with these increases, the proportion of 

non-whites in managerial positions is still less than half that of whites 

(Statist1.cal Abstracts of the United States, 1977, 1982-83). 

The experience in New York State government employment appears quite 

similar to the nation as a whole. In 1981, women and minority men combined 

constituted over 25 percent of those in competitive class managerial tltles: 

white women 15. 6 percent, minority women 3. 5 percent, and minority men 6. 2 

1
The reader should note that throughout this report, the term "minority" is 
meant to include all Blacks, Hispanics, Asians and Pacific Islanders and 
American Indians and Alaskan Natives, unless otherwise indicated. 
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percent 
2 

(New York State Sex and Ethnic Report, 1980), However, when ti.on-

managerial positions are included, women and minority men hold .even latger 

~hares of the entire State workfo:rc.e: majority women 34.6 percent, minority 

women 12, 7 pe:rcent and minority men 8, 2 percent. Comparing th.ese percent~ges 

m.akes it clear that although women and minority men are present in the tnana-,

gerial ranks of New York State, tbei.r managerial numbers are low compared to 

their numbers in the State government workforce at large. 

This relati,.ve scarcity of women and minority men in managerial positions is 

even more compelling when we consider their d:i.stribution by grade level. Figure 

A illustrates that while women and minority men combined hold over half of all 

State positions, their distribution is remarkably skewed by grade level, Women 

and minority mep. are disproportionat:ely represented in the lowest level f:,tate 

jobs in salary grades 1 to 6. Relatively fewer wome:n and minority ffi!:?h hold 

3 
positions above salary grade 20~ in a 38 grade system, on the other hand, the 

distribution of majority males is al.most the exact opposite of the representa

tion of other groups, Majority males fill over half of the positions above 

salary grade 13, and less than half of the positions in salary grades below 

salary grade 13, 

2 
, Management positions, for the purposes of this research, are defined as those 

3 

competitive class positions assigned to salary grades 23 and above, i11 a 38 
salary grade system. Competitive cl.ass positions are those for which it is 
deemed practicable to assess merit and fitness through a competitive examina .. 
tion proGess, (For those already familiar with the New York State system, 
salary grades 61 to 68; management confidential positions, have been converted 
to their salary grade equivalents in the 38 grade system for the purposes of 
this analysis.) 

Even these figures are unduly encouraging. When entry level physicians, who 
include very high nuinbers of Asians and Pacific Islanders, are removed from the 
analysis, the figures for the highest salary grades are even more alarming. 
Majority women and minority men each hold approximately 3 percent of the 
positions above salary grade 30; minority women bold only 0,1 percent. 
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Figure A 

Percent of New York State Work Force by 
Grade Level by Sex and Minority Status 

Grade 
Levels O 10 20 30 

31

J :~I I I 40 
~ I 

50 

I 

Total 
60 70 80 90 100% Employees 

3,775 

21-301 .___ _________ ....,...._.._, __ _ 
14,251 

14-201 L-----~~~ 48,816 

7-13 

1-6 

Key: 
~] White men 
[J Minority men 
~ White women 
~ Minority women 

56,721 

30,941 

Source: Lillie McLaughlin, 
"Statistics on Women and Minorities 
in Public Employment," Working Paper 
#6, Center for Women in Government, 
1983. 
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It was this relative scarcity of wdmen arid minority men ih higher l~vel 

positions compared to their much larger numbers in the lower salary grades which 

o:dgfoai1y led researchers at the Center for Women: in Government to focus on the 

promotion process as one possible source of the probiem, If the promotion 

process was found to have a disparate negative ef foct on wofutfo arid/ ot miriority 

ihen, wa might be able to explain iti. patt why their nutt(b'ers iii higher fuafia'gemerit 

positions tama.in so low. 

tntetnal J~ahot. Matkets 

In a1most all public jurisdictions as well as sdnie large private sector 

otga.rtizatiorts, upwa.td nidbil:i.ty takes place through well developed job setjUences 

within an articulated otgan:izatfonai hiera.rchy _,.;. a career ladder of career 

network of jobs which lead sequertHaliy tip the sala.ty grades. Concepts such as 

the irtternal labor market (Doetinget atid Piore1 1971) artd the cldsed empldyirl~rlt 

rela.tidrish:i.p (sotetisort a.rtd Tuma~ i 98 0 aptly destlt:i.be th:i.s system: of ptotnbt:ldri 

where current eitipioyeas a.te largely protected from the direct cbtripetitioti of the 

extetrta.1 1abot matket in theit advancement throtigh speci:l:i~ci career tbutes. 

Mtich tseent research ori a.dva.ncetnent dpf>o:d:tiriity empioys th:i.s a.pptoa.ch~ :i.rtclti8in:g 

ilaigrtere et ai, 1982; :Felmlee 11 1982; Rosenbaumj 1981; B11tbn ahd Bielby~ i 980; 

spiiermart; 1971; kantet, 1911; artd stewman i 191 §. 

New Yotk sta.te represents a11 exttettiely large :i.htetnai ia.bot tn:a:dtet. it :i.s 

the third latgest public sector employer in this countty, with aver 17d jCJOO 

employees. As in many public jurisdictions ii Hs personnel system is gbvertied by 

a rnedt principle interpreted through volumes of civil service laws i ruies ~ 

te~ulatiohs t policies, and procedures. thes~ specify the eond:f.H.ons 11ecessaty 

for iti:ternal advartcemertt, resulting in clearly de1:i.rteated steps arid proc~sses 

for promotion. This precise iden:d.fication of prdmotioti mechanisms i.n most 
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government employment makes the public sector a particularly fruitful arena for 

studying mobility. 

Meri.t Systems 

"Merit system" is the. phrase used to describe the internal labor market of 

most public sector employers. The first merit system was created to end the 

allocation of public sector jobs on the basis of party loyalty. It was intro

duced through the Pendleton Act of 1883, and was amended through the Hatch Acts 

------ ----of---1-9-2.9- and--l_g4Q-,-- and--t-he-C-iv-i1- -Ser-v-ice-R:eform--Act - of- 19'7 8-. -- -In- -19-7-7 ,-mertt - - -- -

systems covered 93 percent of all federal civilian employees and were used in 

most states and almost all cities with populations exceeding 100,000 (Taylor, 

1979; Cook, 1979), 

While merit originally referred only to the elimination of party politics 

and religion as a basis for employment, the merit principle was later expanded 

to include the notion of competitive excellence in which only the brightest and 

best trained available candidates would be hired and promoted on a competitive 

basis (McGregor, 1976). Definitions of merit in recent public personnel litera

ture range from selection of the best to selecti9'fi of the most deserving 
J 

'i'~r 
i 

(Stewart, 1984; Beaumont, 1974). 

As the merit system took hold, large bodies of laws, rules and regulations 

eventually were promulgated to implement the competitive systems. Today candi

dates for public sector employment are recruited, assessed, ranked and selected 

with the objective of hiring and rewarding the most qualified. The list of 

factors which legally may not be considered during this process has been ex

panded variously across jurisdictions to include sex, race/ethnicity, national 

origin, age, marital status, disability, and sexual or affectional preference, 

The stated objective of the original merit principle remains: to create and 
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maintain an apolitical personnel system which hires, retains and promqtes 

qµalified civil servants on the basis of their merit alone. 

Many critics have charged that this principle of apolitical tnerit ie an 

ideal which has never been met, They suggest that the Pendleton Act may have 

simpl.y started a shift in power politics frotn partisan politice t;o ptafessional. 

4 politics of career civil servants. 

If power and politics in public sector personnel. were only changed 1 rather 

t:ha.n el:i,mi,.:nated • with the pass13.ge of the Pendleton Act atid similar state acts 

llJ.ll ov4'lr the country, how were these new politics t'lilflected in: personnel sys

tems? The personnel sy!:ltem was meant to be a neutral set of processel:! tht,ough 

administration textbooks typically pre!:lent the puhlic p.arsannel system as 

niutrRl. But some authors have begun t<> acknowledge a. contradiPtion b~tWe.<?ti. the 

system's apolitical stated purpose and its J?olitical nature {Wilwatd~ 1978). 

that acknowledgement opens up a new avenue of inquiry. If in fact the 

publ:l,.c sector p,ersot1nel ~ystem is political, that is, if it is. not a. purely 

neutrlll system of r·ewarding l!writ, then it h possible that hwer rewards m~y go 

to those wi.th least professional ot per1;1onal pQ1Hica1 clout ., ... na,meiy women a.pd 

mtnot:!,.ty ll\en -- regarclless of their qua,lifieations.i The merit sy~tetn itself tnay 

a disparate impact on women and/or minority men •. 

Becau.se of the com,ple21; sets ot laws~ rules I an,d regulatio.ns th~t gov~rn a 

me.rit system, it is sometimes seen as an inflexible ~nd rigid farm of personnel-

4Ironica11y, as Milward (1978) noted., the merit principles allowed this new 
brand 9f non-electoral politics to flottrish. 
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system, Excessive rigidity of the mer:i.t system has increasingly been alleged in 

jurisdictions across the country (National Academy of Public Administration, 

1983; Friss, 1982; Campbell, 1978; Milward, 1978; McGregor, 1976; Newland, 

1976). While the laws, rules, and procedures governing hiring and promotion 

through traditional examinations were ostensibly introduced to insure that 

selection of individuals would be based only on qualifications, some managers 

report that such measures actually hinder the placement of the most appropriate 

candidates in certain civil service jobs. 

------- - ---However--, --W-i~thin- -most--me--r-it --sy-st@ms- -t-he-re-- -are - various---non-tr-ad-i-tional- -- - --

promotional routes which offer an added measure of flexibility. Unlike the 

traditional examination promotional process where, in New York State for 

instance, selection must be from among those individuals with the three top test 

scores, the non-traditional mechanisms leave more discretion to the manager who 

is deciding whom to promote, Under specified circumstances, non-permanent 

promotions can be granted with no competition. Other mechanisms allow for the 

permanent promotion of individuals with relatively little formal competition, 

The managerial flexibility provided through such mechanisms ls not inherently 

good or bad for the system, or for the women and minority men who work in it. 

What matters is how the flexibility is used. 

Gi.ven the relatively small numbers of women and minority men eligible to 

take competitive promotional examinations, this added flexibility in the non

traditional routes could be used to take affirmative action. On the other hand, 

it could be used to reinforce the status quo, underm1.ning affirmative action 

efforts through the continued appointment of white men. The question of how 

1.ncreased flexibility j_n granting promotion affects employment opportunities of 

women and minority men will recur throughout this report. 
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institutional Disc:rim:i.nation 

Whiie this report examines possible discrimination irt the ptomotioh pro

cess, it is not a study of individual prejudice or of acts which are deliber

ately meant to adversely 1:1.ffect the lives of particular w6men artd/br minority 

men. Rather, it is a study of the ihstitudortal tnechartistris~ the normal organi

~atidnal operationa1 procedures, which may be irthererttly biased a~~J.nst these 

lli;roups. The term used to describe this kind bf bias is 11 instittiHotia1 disctim-

inad.ortii (l.1'ea~in and Feagin, 197~; Aivi:lte~ &hd LUttatman, 1979; GhesiH, 1971; 

Knowles and Prewitt, 1969). institutional discr:t.miriaHon is a dispata.tl::1. artd 

negative effect resulting; often iriadvertently, rrom the mechanisms within 

organizations and within society at lat~e. 

N&tutaity, institutions.1 disttimirtatidh like ail tl:i.scrifilirtadbh itivoives 

individuals~ As two noted authors have written, "the ihottom iirie 1 in aii types 

0£ disctiminatibn is someone actually doing so1nethii:ig tb §ottttiotie eise11 (Ft:Uigiti 

and Feaginj 1978, Pi 25). Ilo\olevet; when the ci:i.sct-imihatdty acHorl teptesetits 

otganizat:l.onal processes rather than it1divith1al acts, its source hilly he mtite 

difficult to iocat~ artd the mdtive behitld the actioh may be ruore ~iUsi1el The 

individual actor involved with the disctim:ihatidrt merely fugy be catty:lng dtit an 

itnpetsotial task ... _ cdrtdutting 1:Htsirtess M usuaL 

Alvatet defirtes itistitt.:d::ioniil discfiminatfori iri orgart:lziit:Ldns as; 

.•• a set of social processas through which otgani:MititifiaJ_ detisibfi 
tnakirtg, either. implicitly bt expHcit1y; testiits in it cieatiy -idehti.c:. 
Hable poptila.tidrt receivirtg fetefet psych::lc, sdciaL ot fuateHai tl.iwatds 
per quantitative and/ot qtiaiitative unit of petfotfui!irtce than a c1Mtiy 
idertti:Habi~ cdtrtpaHsort popuiatibn w:LtlHtt the same dtgan:Lltatiottai 
constraints (Aivarez, i 979. p. 2). 

Applied to the study or ptomotidti mechanisms an hypdthesis ed: :trist:U:utioria.i 

discrim:inatiort based oh sex attd tdce/ethrticity wbu:ld b• as fdlio~s. the fflechu 

anisms for promotion preacd.bed in 1aW'; rule arid tegti1tttioii; atil:1 the pra:cHcee 

through which these mechanisms are implefuented, are expected to be u:sed less for 
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the advancement of women and minority men than for the advancement of white men. 

That is to say that women and minority men :i.n the same organizati.onal positions, 

with the same organizational histories, making the same contributions are 

expected to receive less reward (in this case fe~er promotions) than majority 

males, 

To test this hypothesis, one might examine the distribution of promotions 

to determine if in fact, women and minority men were less likely to receive 

promotional reward than majority men. For instance, since minority women make 

---- -up-7----.--6-per-eent-of--the-employees-in-compet-i-t-i-ve-c-l-ass- -11 feeder"--posit-ions--which 

can lead into management positions in New York State, in the absence of discrim

ination we would expect that approximately 7. 6 percent of the new managerial 

promotions would go to minority women (New York State Agency Ethnic and Sex 

Analysis Report, 1983). If this distribution was not found, then it would be 

reasonable to hypothesize that some institutional discriminatory mechanisms are 

at work. 

To be sure that differences in the distribution of rewards is actually 

institutional discrimination, the difference must be unjustifiable (Alvarez, 

1979). It must be based on characteristics unrelated to the organization I s 

mission or the task at hand. When that is the case, the differences are 

obviously illegitimate and we can be sure that institutional discrimination is 

taking place. 

The trouble, of course, is that a spurious justification can often appear 

to be based on mission or task and it can be impossible to ascertain whether it 

is legitimate, For instance, suppose that an individual white male is promoted 

into a high-level position which requires a complex set of skills and experience 

that is hard to specify precisely. The justification offered, that he is the 

best person for the particular job, is clearly mission related. However, the 
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argument that he is the most qualified candidate may be based ori such subjective 

criteria that even if it is not true, it is difficult to disprove. When this 

:l.ndividual instance is multiplied by many apparently justified promotions of 

other white males and differential distributtons between race and sex groups 

result; there is good reason to investigate further. 'the seemingly plausible 

individual just:l..fita.tiorts create a pattern which possibly indicates institu

tional di~crimination. 

Rttsoivihg the problems creiited by in~tituti6rta1 d:i!;;trit\littlitioii ifrvo1ves 

more structural than personal change. It iies less irl chartgihg individual 

people; than in chartging the systems and the practices of the peopla who impie

mifat the systems. It could involve chattges in how promdtfori mecha.riisms are 

specified (changes in l&w, rule~ or r~gtilatibn) br changes in how they /ire 

carried out (changes in policy, procedure, or practice). dnly then, in addition 

to the critical changes in structure, a secondary solutidh could bi directed at 

affectitlg the attitudes of the people who tarry out and mdhitor the promotion 

ptod~ss. 

Taken togethet; these five corl.cepts form a backdrop fo:r tne st't.itly of 

alternative tbtites of managerial protil.otiort ih New York StEiU'!. We W'iii exand.ne 

the ptothcH::ibn ptdc~ss within. art intetnai labor market that is gcvetned by a 

merit sjstetn; and we wili ask qti~stions abt>tlt the rdies that tn,hiagettal flexi

bility a.hd in.stittitiortal d:l.scd.miria.tiori play iri the wdrkihg bf that pfoce~iL 

Orgatiization.0£ the Repott 
This report describes analyses of the most recent promotion for 1381 

managed.al empioyees in New York State cortipetitiv~ class positions irt sixteen 

State a~encies. Our primary objective is to determirte whether the mechilnisms 

used for these promotions are used proportionately for all groups, or whether 
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certain mechanisms are used disproportionately for the promotion of members of a 

particular group. We will use this analysis to identify possible forms of 

institutional discrimination in the promotion process and to make recommenda

tions for change. 

Chapter II defines the terms and summarizes the complex methodological 

considerations of the study. Chapter III provides a discussion of the overall 

findings, Chapters IV through Chapter VII report on the major analysis and 

results concerning each of the alternative routes of promotion. The final 

- -- ---e-hapt-er-pr-ov-ides-a-summar-y- of-our--H:-nd-ings-and policy--recommendations .-- - -- -



..,.. 16 .,. 
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I I • METHODOLOGY 

Basis for the Analysis 

This report is based upon the analysis of 1381 individual promotions in the 

managerial ranks of New York State government. Promotion is defined as any 

positive change in salary grade, indicating that an employee had moved to a new 

and higher pay range, The data were obtained through computerized civil service 

personrre+-fi-les-on-al-l-manageri-a-1-arrd-profe-ssiorral-employe-es- -~salary- grades- -23- --- --

to 38 and 61 to 68) in competitive class positions, as of November 1980, in 

sixteen New York State agencies. 

The sixteen agencies vary in si.ze, function, and racial and sexual com

position. (See Table I for a statistical profile of the agencies.) Agency size 

varies from the Office of Aging with 115 employees, 22 percent of whom are in 

management grades (salary grades 23 to 68), to the Office of Mental Health with 

5 37,859 employees, 8 percent of whom are in managerial grades. The range of the 

proportion of women and minorities employed in the agencies also varies tremen

dously: women constitute a high of approximately 60 percent of the workforce in 

the Divis:i.on of Criminal Justice Services, while they represent only 25 percent 

of employees in the Department of Parks and Recreation. Minorities make up a 

high of approximately 33 percent of the workforce in the Office of Mental 

Health, compared to the State Board of Equalization and Assessment where they 

represent only 3 percent of those employed. 

5 
These figures for salary grades 23 to 68 are reported by New York State, as of 
June, 1980, and include those in competitive and non-competitive jurisdictional 
classifications only. Thus, these figures exclude commissioners, deputy 
commissioners, skilled trades persons, manual laborers, and some others whose 
positions are not considered "regular civil service," 
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Data for this study primarily were obtained from the Department of Civil 

Service. We were provided with position records, containing anonymous informa

t:1-on on the current appointment for the 7119 employees in competitive and 

non-competitive classes, salary grades 23 and above, in the sixteen pre-selected 

agencies. In addition, we received career history records for each of these 

individuals. The career histories were of various lengths, depending on the 

length of time an indivi.dual had been in State service and on the number of 

i personnel record transactions an i.ndividual had experi.enced during her/his 
1: 

i 
f--------e-a-r-ee-r--.--'l'-hese- -"-pet"-sonne-1- -Feeord--tc-Fans-aclcions-" -i-nclude--al1 -promotions, --demo-
!. 

tions, or lateral transfers, in addition to administrative entries such as 

corrections or updating of employee information. The personnel record trans

actions specifically related to promotion were to serve as our key dependent 

variable. An example of a typical career history with transaction codes is 

provided in Appendix A. 

In addition to personnel files, several supplementary data sources were 

used. The quarterly Sex and Ethnic Reports prepared by the New York State 

Department of Civil Service provided data on the distributon of the workforce by 

agency, salary grade, title, sex and race/ethnicity. Inter-off ice memoranda 

from the Department of Civil Service to the various agencies, especially those 

memoranda specifying positions eligible for certain kinds of transfer and those 

outlining State interpretation of particular personnel-related rules and regula

tions provided invaluable sources of information concerning the legitimate use 

of promotion mechanisms. 

Sample Distribution 

Sixteen agencies were selected for inclusion in this study. Their selec

tion was a purposive rather than a probabilistic one. Selections were made to 
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provide variation in terms of agE:lncy size, funcHon; sex and race/~thntc cotnpo

sition.t and proportionate distribution of the workforc:e frottl bottdin to top. 

Ih these agencies, thete were 7 i 19 employees in managet11eht positions who 

were irt the appropriate salary gtadei1l tb be eligible for :lrlelusiori in this 

study, 

For the purposes of our aria.1Ysis bf ptoifiot:lbhs, the samplia was reduced to 

include onlyt 

b~~~ioyees who were promoted within the iasn fltiUr tf&ti§actibrt fijdotds 
1.h their personnel histdty; 

bthose irt the competitive jutisdictionai ciassifitatibhs, whose. 
promotions would be based upon competitive criteria; 

0 empioyeM whbse last prornod.ort 6~ctitted after rn1e; 6 

0 empioyees whose age irt 1980 was between 1~ artd 70, cdrlsideted tb be a 
rtorma1 age span for employment; and 

0 etnp1oyees who were not physicians or denti~ts, 7 

obviously, when a satnple of otgi'lhizatiohs is tmtpodvliiiy seieictl!tl j ii.fl.fl ff 6th 

those organizations individuals who hAve beeh ptomdted are selectetli the sam~ie 

of ihdividuais is not 1ike1y tb be whoily teptesehtative df the iarget wtitkratce 

from which the otganbations wete odgihaliy dtiiWrL tntfodtid:lhg biasei!l tJf 

agency characteristics and compo§ition in the initiai se1ecti6h begiHs the shift 

6rhe inciusiort of only ttan.sactiorts aftet 1916 ~rtabietl Us h; mirt:lfrtize t:be 
potetttii;iliy eanfaundirtg eHects of ptidr N&vt Vorit fH:ate p&Ufiy find pNiH:loe. 
'i'he relevant E:ltectit:1.ve btdet inartdatirtg rtafi ... d::L$ctim:l.i1.ation in petsotlfiEli pt&11:;.; 

tices 1.rt New Ydtk State, E:xeouHv~ btt!~r 40; ws.s isslHHi iate i:h 1 i!J16, 

7the deds:1.on to eHm:lnah physiciart antl tiehtisi: jbb Htil!£§ froffi th~ anaiy~d,s h 
a result of the appatentiy unique chatadtetistics of the Job ffiatket f dr tlHH~E:i 
prohssfortals. A high ptopottfon of iti:lnotity trout' membifrs afe present in 
these titles in public sectbt employmertt. speoificaiiy; of th~ 1181 physiei&ns 
and dentists wh6 were empioy@d by Nevi Yotk Si.Hit~ /is bf fi!'it:&mb~t, 1980 i 1d4 oi' 

39 petceht were fuirtbt:lty gfoup iftE!mbets. df thMe ~ sb8 bf. 28 percerlt . wet~ 
Asiant:i ot Pad:lfic tsiantlets, an. ~ittem~iy iatg~ fH!rcerttta:ge tt1fuP1trEid tti their 
1.2 petcertt share of th~ State compi:!t.iHvs c1Ms wtltkf6rae as a whob (t-ttaw York 
State Agency Sex and Ethnic Report, Detletrtbetj 1980). 
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away from representativeness, Excluding all those who had not been promoted 

since the beginning of 1977 introduced another substantial bias to our sample, 

Other qualifying variables including when the promotion occurred in the 

individual's career history records, the jurisdictional classification of the 

appointment, the employee's age and occupation introduced further biases. The 

resulting sample of 1381 individuals cannot be construed to represent the State 

workforce as a whole. Therefore, the reader is cautioned against overgenerali

zing the findings in any statistically precise way. 

Whi-le-t-he-precise-det-ail-s-of-whi:-ch-routes -are used may -vary· somewhat - from -

agency to agency across New York State, we expect that our general findings 

of trends and tendencies in the allocation of promotions are likely to be 

characteristic of many agencies within the State. In fact, we expect that the 

larger principle under investigation here -- the differential access to mobility 

opportunity on the basis of sex and race/ethnicity -- is a phenomenon generali

zable to much of employed America. 

There are some similarities and differences between our sample and the 

State workforce as a whole which may be of interest. The comparisons presented 

here are the individual status characteristics which are central to our 

analysis: salary grade, race/ethnicity, and sex. 

Our sample slightly under-represented civil servants in the higher 

managerial salary grades when compared to the entire New York State workforce, 

This can be readily noted on Table II by comparing lines two and three. 

Approximately 17 percent of our sample was above salary grade 28, as compared to 

approximately 26 percent of the total workforce. This difference is at least 

partially accounted for by the fact that we eliminated all physician and dentist 

titles, which are high salary grade titles and represent approximately 15 

percent of all competitive class managerial level positions. Line four of the 

table provides data on 
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the composition of the State workforce when physicians and dentists are 

excluded. In that case only approximately 15 percent of the workforce is above 

salary grade 28, compared to 17 percent of our sample, indicating a fairly 

representative sample on the basis of salary grade distribution. 

Table III provides the distribution of our sample compared to the New York 

State workforce on the basis of detailed race/ethnicity categories, while Table 

IV provides the comparison on the basis of sex and minority status simultane

ously. These demonstrate a sample relatively closely approximating the work-

force as a whole . __ Jn_ _ _f_~_t, __ the _m_ost striking_ differences __ is _t_he ___ disp_rop_or_-_______ _ 

8 t.ionateJy high number of white women in our sample, Almost 24 percent of our 

sample were white women, In the general population from which the sample was 

drawn, white women represent approximately 16 percent. 

We suspect that this deviation in the proportions of white women is pri

marily due to the agencies represented in our sample. As Table I indicated, the 

Office of Mental Health and the Office of Mental Retardation and Developmental 

Disabilities both are extremely large agencies and have unusually large numbers 

of female employees. The proportions of agency staff which are female are 59 

percent and 65 percent respectively, much higher than the average for New York 

State. 

In addition, minority men are significantly under-represented in our 

sample. However, this primarily is due to the large loss of Asians and Pacific 

Islanders through our sample exclusion of physicians and dentists. 

Defining the Dependent Variable 

Promotion transaction codes entered on individual career histories were to 

represent our primary dependent variable. Every change in an individual's 

8 
Throughout this text "white" is a residual category used to denote those 
indivtduals who are not Hispanic, Asian, Pacific Islander, American Indian, 
Alaskan Native or Black. 
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employment in New York State is summarized by a two-digit transaction code. 

There are over 120 such codes, 75 percent of which could not possibly represent 

promotions. Examples of non-promotional transactions include demotions, lateral 

changes in job title, completion of probationary periods, leaves of absences, 

changes in budget line, and corrections to previous entries. 

The remaining 25 percent were codes which could (but often did not neces

sarily) indicate a promotion. These would form the basis for defining our 

dependent variable. 

O_ur_concern __ in __ precisely_defining_the __ dependent_v:ariable __ for _analysis--was- _____ _ 

two-fold. First, we needed to be sure that we included every transaction code 

which could possibly represent a positive change in salary grade, We did not 

want to leave any viable route of advancement out of the analysis. Second, we 

wanted to assure that the types of promotions we eventually analyze.cl were not 

unique to one indi.vidual, but that they were obtained by a reasonable number of 

people. 

In order to address our first concern and assure that all possible promo

tional codes were included, we met with civil service representatives who 

discussed the codes in detail, explaining the intended purpose of each. In 

addition, we used official New York State Department of Civil Service manuals to 

def:i.ne the codes and guide us :i.n making determinations concerning which codes 

could possibly represent promotions. 

In order to address our second concern and assure that we did not consider 

routes of promotion uniquely used by only a few people, the most recent trans

action codes for all employees in the original sample of 7119 were reviewed, 

The route was retained as a category for preliminary analysis if it could 

possibly have led to a promot:i.on and if it was recorded as the most recent entry 
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9 on the records of at lea.st 36 employe¢s (O. 5 percent of the sample). This 

procedure resulted in the retention of 25 transaction codef'!; which were further 

combined to yield eleven categories of promotional routes for andysis. 

The eleven routes of promotion further are d:i.vided conceptually · into 

Traditional Examination List Appointments and five cat/?.gqries of Nop.,.traditional 

Alternative Routes: Non-traditional List Appointments; Nan~i:tst Appoint~eµts; 

Transfers; Classif:l,.cation Actions; and Rein!3tatement$ ., Table V provides def ini-

tions of these routes and the sam,.ple distr:i.butii:m of promPtions ~thong them:. It 

may be usef\11 to refer to the definitions in Table V throughout thf.l repntt as 

the various routes of promotion are reintr9duced. 

At thb point, it is j_mportant to note that promotions can be JUade thrpugh 

four types of appointments: perman!lnt; contingent perma,nent; provisional; or 

temporary. With the very large exception of Non-list Appo:i.t:1.tments, the prpmo

tions under study here are all permanent or contingent permanent~ 

"Permanent appointments" ar.e made when individtials are perll\artently ap

pointed to vacant positions, These appointments ate subject to a ptpbatiopp.r.y 

petiod. Employees holding p¢rmanant appointments accrue. seniority and are 

eligible for promotional opportunitieE! ftom their cutrent po#tion. ln. addi,.. 

tion, they are somewhat protected ftom lay-off, since those holding t~mpotary or 

provis:i.onal appointments would necessarily be laid--off before a f)fffmanently 

appointed employee. 

''Contingent permanent i;!.ppointments" are made When positions i';.ir.e expected t.o 

pecome permanentl.y vacated but are currently only te:mporaril.Y vacant. GenettillY 

these occur when an employee with a permanent appointmept has taken a leav.e of 

9Exceptions oacurred when a category was smaller than 36 cases; bJJt was 
conceptua.lly so similar to another category that they could be com:biried into 
one, totaling over 36 cases. 
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TABLE V 

ROUTES OF PROMOTION 

Type of Route 

Traditional Promotion Appointments 

Examination List Promotions 

- traditional mechanism of 

Number and Percent of Employees 
in Sample Who Were Promoted 

Through Each Route 

414 30.0% 
f----------p __ r_om_otion, including department ________ _ 

promotions, inter-departmental 
promotions, open competitive 
promotions, either permanent, 
or contingent permanent 
appointments; involves applicants 
being eligible for and taking an 
appropriate examination for the 
job title. Selection of a 
candidate for appointment is made 
from among the available candidates 
with the top three scores. 

Non-traditional List Appointments 

Non-competitive Promotions 

- non-traditional list appointments, 
utilizing non-competitive examina
tions where there are no more than 
three employees who are eligible or 
apply for a competitive examination; 
includes both permanent and contin
gent permanent appointments. 

Non-competitive Quali.fyi.ng Appo:i.ntments 

- non-tradit:i.onal list appointments, 
where an employee has furthered her/his 
education or training to become eligible 
for other lines of work; non-competitive 
examinations are often given; advancement 
ts limited to two salary grade levels; 
includes both permanent and contingent 
permanent appointments. 

7 o.s 

2 0 .1 
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Type of . Ro\lte .· 

Noni-cchnpetttive Open CotnPetit:tve: 
A,pptHritnierits 

- rton-ttaditiohal list appd:lrttm~ttt§~ 
where an open cofupetitive ~x9filih~tidh 
do&s not resii1t in ah eiiglBifi ibl: 
ol ji least thrle persohs~ 6nttrlitl&t@M 
mu~t meet the positiort teqUireili~hts 
ati<l have passed s. hdrt-cbiliped.H"~ 
exam:lnatlori; :lriciude§ Both periliaH~ht 
and corlHrtgetti: verri!cl.tit:iht ap~8:itU:ffi~iH:§. 

~tin~1i~t A~pl;itrtttnents 

HtJrt'.'"l:lsi: h.dmottpns 

- rtofi""frnrm~hetlt appoirttmcilits which tib Hot 
iR~olie selection rtdfu ah ~i:ig{b:ii±t~ 
list; irlD1Udes appoitli:merit§ fuatl~ p~pdihg 
th~ carlvas~ of art a~ptopriate eliglb11itf 
1:l.i3t s.hd appoirti:ttieht!3 m~cle in. Hui absertce 
of ah appropriate eiigibliity ii~b; 
ittciiides both proviHonai iirid l:eitipdfafy 
a~po:i.titfheH1.ts, 

A4#iittls.tb,J;tvE:i 1'tijrlsfeti:i 

- iat~tai ritbvlr!itierits between d«!!i':i:l.ghtH:eii 
a.tlrii:ihi§tHltfo~ Hties 1.ri pef~8tth!;!i ~ 
btidg~tirig~ sy~t~~s analysi~, f~h~ftls 
Mti&iysis, ~dhlitli§tfgtlv~ f~~ijliftH~ 
1a:tf i:irtd titana$ein~fit ~ fuay . :lhvd1.v~ 4h 
:tttefease of t.wti sl:iiaty.gri:ides iitil:1 
8ct:lit wH:htHit t!dihpeH H v~ £%1Hiiti:Hu1Hdrt; 

Rt!!Ji\tlar .· Tta,f:isfei-$ 

irltet~i mbvefuerit$ batweerl tt~ericf~§ wit~fH 
tl:i.e safug j di:, HHe dr td a s:l.1HitH· HHe 
b&sed up··on simHat:i.Hes :l.ri dtHdJis • · iiiih:l.Mhiii . . . . . 
qtliJj_iffcaHans; attd ~xalli:Ltttidoiis Hl3~a: t8 
f:111 the pi:H;i,d.bris; c:iiahge in sttii=ity gta:d.i!i 
1g ¢onsid~teu with th~ dpptdpti~tetle§~ df 
t:U:ie thniige~ 

Nutiibef lih4.P~:rcetjt of Employe.es 
:lh Satlipi~ ~Hg Wei-~ 1?r6trtbtbd 

· ···,., ·.·,:,•,,+h:i;:b,1;1$lL ~~,~h Rovt;e 

4 
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Type of Route 

Classification Actions 

Reallocations 

Number and Percent of Employees 
in Sample Who Were Promoted 

Through Each Route 

- existing positions are reallocated from 
one salary grade to another, (i.e. a 
change in salary). 

Structural Changes 

- changes in an entire job title series; may 
involve a reallocation of salary grade. 

----- -------

Changes in Jurisdictional Classification 

- appointments or movements between exempt, 
non-competitive, competitive or labor 
jurisdictional classes; according to civil 
service experts these should not lnvolve a 
change in salary grade, but in fact sometimes 
do. 

Reinstatements 

Reinstatements Within One Year 

- within one year of resignation or voluntary 
demotion, appointments may be made to the 
former position, or any vacant position to 
which employees were eligible for transfer or 
reassignment without examination; may 

TOTAL 

involve a salary grade increase up to two 
grades. 

*Does not add up to 100.0 percent due to rounding. 

2 0. 1 

10 0,7 

2 0. 1 

8 0.6 

1381 99.9%* 
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absence or has taken another position on a non-permanent basis. A common 

example of when contingent permanent appointments are made is when a permanently 

appointed job incumbent has taken another State position which is not available 

for permanent appointment. Because the permanently apppip.ted empfoyee retains 

the right to "hiJmp-,,.back" into her/his previou~ pos:i.tion as lon~ as sh~/he has 

not been permanently Rppointed elsewhere,, any new appointment to that vacant 

position cannot o:l:f:f.cially be made permamint, lt is made Qontingent perm;ment, 

pontingent uppn the previotts employe1:1 l>eing l'!;it'tllanently i;rppointGd to another 

title. Contingent permanent appointments are otherwise m~d~ in the sawe manner 

as pE:'rmanent appointments and do not have a limited duration, According to 

Civil Service Law ( §64, 4) an.cl Civil. Se.-,rvic!;il Rul.e (4 ~ U),, jl\mpl.oyee~ appointed on 

this bash are considered to hold their poeritioni:i on a p1?rmanent bli\sis for the 

purposes of remov!:l-1 and other dis;cipl,inary aotiPns ~ and for suspension or 

demotion 1Jpon the abql.it:i,on or redt.1ctfon. of positions; For thE? purpos.es qf t;his 

analysis then, perT11anent contingent appoiptments were treated as permanent 

appointments, 

"?roviaional-1
' and "tempora.ry'' a.ppointments differ from perman@nt and 

contingent perwanent appointments. in that they are not ~~pected to be 1.oni...,tertI\; 

Pr9visionaL\.y or tempora+ily appointed e,nipl.oyees have no t'ightf:i to a positton in 

the taoe of a.n incoming permanent appointee, In addition~ if the ptoVi$i.onally 

or tempg.raril.y &ppointed erq.t>loy(i'le does not hold a perm1;1nent appointment else~ 

where in State service, she/he does not have other YfaiBted rightfi! iancl protections 

of State employment, 

"Provisional appointment!'!" arEil ma.de when there is no appropriate elir,1ble 

1:1.st a.vailable for. Hl.ling a competit:i.ve Glass vacancy, or when a:n eligibl~ list 

contains l•si than three people willing to accept the position, Under these 

circumstances, an appointment may be made on a non-competitive basis. The 
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appointed individual may remain in the position until selection and appointment 

can be made from a competitive examination list. According to Civil Service Law 

(§65), a provisional appointment cannot be extended beyond nine months. How

ever, this legal provision is seldom enforced, 

"Temporary appointments'' are made when a position definitely is vacant only 

temporarily, due to such circumstances as an incumbent being on leave. Accord

ing to Civil Service Law (§64), there are specific time limits for temporary 

appointments: an appointment made without regard to an existing eligible list 

______ is_limi_t_e_d_t_o __ a __ thr_e_e_..-month_durat ion; __ an __ appointment --made __ from an -eligib-ili t--y ______ _ 

list without regard to relative standing on that list is limited to a six-month 

duration. All of the temporary appointments in this analysis were made without 

regard to an existing eligible list, and therefore are legally limited to three 

months. Legal time limits for temporary appointments are much more likely to be 

enforced than are time limits for provisional appoi.ntments. The issue of the 

length of provis:i.onal and temporary appointments will be explored later in this 

report. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have reviewed the sample selection and distribution, 

and the definition of the dependent variable. 

The sample consists of the most recent promotion for 1381 individuals in 

managerial positions in sixteen New York State agencies. The sample distribu

tion resembles the distribution of managers in the State workforce on the basis 

of salary grade, sex, and race/ethnic composition. The most notable difference 

between our sample and the general population from which it was drawn is the 

unusually large numbers of white women in the sample. Thi.s difference is 



attr;i.but~cl to th, ver;y large n1Jm:t?er rJnd Atyp:l,qgl p,r;Q\).Q.tttPn gf wom~n ~mploye~ iq 

two mentql he1:1Jt:h related agencies t11 P\ll,\1 sa.iwple, 

The depei;ident variable -... th~ m@!:lhtHti§W l,\S.tid fQ.r prowo1fiqn ..,,..,, ts rt1v.re

fiented by a transaction code enter;ud qn an tndivtdual'1 Qlf@@r hialQ'fY r~Pord, 

:aeca,4se transa~tiPn <:QQes. 1rre (iln,t.~red whenevtrr. 1imy qhl;lns~ p.p§\H'~ ,. w~ foqnf;\ we 

lrnct ac9um1Jht~d l'l t:remendouli! amol!nt gf inifLev:ant dat:fl,, w~ 1?,!?<ijtQhiQ for the 

1nos.t r~qently r1i1A1u·ded t:ranfi11qti-on wlri9h l;l'f@{:lt~d ~ pA~it:!c:11€} p];\qnije in 1'1TI !nM.,.. 

vtdual-' fi! sf,~Jrrr;Y i+ali.e, The r@s.Ml.Uni nil 1n·om@t.ig.n~ §l~l€!Qt@d hi /;lrl@lfijh WIH'~ 

T!lade throu~h !:lleven dHhrent t::r;:m$a~Uon!-'!, 'l1h1-llilI !:ll@v~n ¢,ifferlt'lnt: W@Phanhmij 

of promotion were iden.tifi@d fgr ~n1ly~i~, 

l will. ngw tw1m tq the g@n~r~l- finllin~i gf thiilt ~mft:~rni.§, QnQ@ ii~r:i-ni Ph~ 

re1d,r ta remind@d that it m,, ht u~Qful tq r~f,1 b11~ to ~1bla V fgr aofint• 

tiim!i.l ~f th~ routes. of prqmqtfon thrgy~hgut th~ flt'~&i;mtatJP.n whtrh fl;')U,rws~ 
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III. GENERAL FINDINGS 

Previous Center research on the typical promotion process in public sector 
employment -- the promotion through examination -- was briefly described in 
Chapter I. In the process of completing that analysis, researchers were sur
prised by the number of managerial promotions in New York State employment which 
occurred outside of the traditional examination process. They estimated that as 
many as one-third of all managerial level p_:rgmotions_may-be--accompHshed-through-- ---~-
other mechanisms, through alternative routes of promotion. If that estimate was 
correct, it meant that the impact of the use of such alternative routes of 
promotion on women and minority men would be important to understand. That 
concern led us to conduct research comparing the use of all of the routes of 
promotion which is reported here. 

Traditional Versus Non-traditional Routes 

In fact, what we found in this analysis challenges that initial estimation 
of one-third of all promotions made through non-traditional routes as far too 
conservative. Rather, we found that less than one-third of managerial employees 
in New York State obtained their most recent promotion through the traditional 
competitive examination process. Fully 70 percent of the employees in the 
managerial salary grades in the sixteen sample agencies received their most 
recent promotion through non-traditional routes. It is because the use of these 
non-traditional alternative mechanisms of promotion is so pervasive that it is 
:i.mperative to assess their possible disparate use for the promotion of various 
groups of New York State civil servants. (Definitions of these various routes 
of promotion are recorded for reference on Table Vin the previous section.) 
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It is important to note that white the non-tradit:f..l'}hal routres actually 

account for 70 percent of the promotions lander study" f'Olly 883 (6'4 :percent of 

,all pr.omotions 1iJ,nd 91 percent of all tton-traditional l}tomo'ti'ohs) wet•e l!lade t>n a 

provisional or temporary basis throwgti Non ... 1.ist Promoti'ons,., The next most 

frequently used category of non-traditfaitid pt·omotiori.$ il3 Adndnlstrntive 1'r'ans•

for (approx:1.mately 3 percent of all ~tomot!i'ota an'd 5 p~:rn·~nt: of a11 tron

traditioual ;pr.omotions). The remai.nirtg 3 p~tit'tMtt of aH ipt'o'motion~ t16 'P~rcerit 

of non...-t raditiir.mal pr.ol!lot.ions) is divii:hi'd nm·ons hifl.e other alt•tfrn~tlV'~ ttiutes 

prov:t.ded for in New York State. Civil Service Lat-1, 1htie ahd Re,~\.11.atiorh 

In the remainder of this chapter r will describe the tes,1lti; of our general 

analysis, Fir1t. I ptesent the data an the diff•fantial. UID a! all th~ ijitltiu~ 

rouhs of ptotnotion on the basis df s~x and racalethliibiey, Sof!I~ iten~tal 

analytical. statements will be made herrl\1 s wi.th tnote d~bH1ad ~pe,lysis to follow 

in subsequent chapters which address each route sepatat~ly, 

Second, I consider the potehtid effects of twb other itttlt!!pl!mdent '?'ad.

ables, age and salaty grade, on the mecbahhm used for pttirii.btfon, Thit'th 1 

present analysis dn the sex end tabe/etlittic ae~tekatiDh of hha BEate m~hl1eridi 

workforoe to di':!termine whether the workforce i~ beobttd.ttg fu!'>r.e itihgrateo thr0ugh 

the use of managerial promotions. 

Fin.ally, t consider possible agifincy dif'reteru::es in the use of hieahau:i.sms 

for. managerial promotion. Although major hypbtheaes t;f the ijf:l:edt of d~ah¢y 

she, composit:l.on, and ftinction are itot stippd:th:d j oth~r dif.f~tehcii!tili fo ctt~rtoy 

use of promotidn mechanisms are explored. 

Di.fff;\r~ntial U$e Of Promotional Routes 

When the distribution of promotions thtCiUgh various route~ by sax · riti.d 

race/ ethnic status is presented; as it is in Table Vt~ thete is one overtidi.ng 
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observation to be made. White males have an apparent monopoly in all but two 

routes of promotion: Non-list Promotions and Traditional Examination List 

Prorootions. With these two exceptions, there are a large proportion of empty 

cells in the columns designated for the promotion of women and minority men. 

Each empty cell indicates that no member of that group recej_ved their most 

recent promotion through that particular route, 

It is easier to interpret the numbers presented in Table VI, when the less 

used routes of promotion are collapsed as they are in Table VII. Non-list 

------P-r--0m0t-i0ns---,-----th0se-made-0n-a--tempo:r-a-r-y-or- -prov-i-siona-1-basis, -provide the- great est -------

number of promotional opportunities for all groups. It is somewhat surprising 

that minority employees received the highest proportions of their promotions 

through this route (minority males approximately 70 percent, minority females 

approximately 81 percent). We had been given anecdotal information throughout 

the project indicating that these non-permanent promotions were disproportion-

ately given to white males as a way of assisting them to get a "foot in the 

door." Instead, making a within group comparison, we find that minority 

employees, especially minority women, receive a larger proportion of their total 

promotions through this route than do majority employees, 

Of permanent promotions, appointment through Traditional Examination Lists 

provides the most opportunity for all groups. However, the relative distribu

tion of Traditional Examination List Promoti.ons within groups is just the 

inverse of Non-list Promotions. To be more sped.fie, wh:I te women, who as a 

group received the smallest proportion of their promotions through Non-list 

Appointments, received the largest portion (35,5 percent) of their most recent 

promotions through the Examination route. They are followed by white males 

(28.8 percent), minority males (26,1 percent) and minority females (16.2 

percent). Thi.s distribution is also somewhat surprising, since previous Center 



TABLE VI 

DISTRIBUTION OF PROMOTlON§ Tf!ROUGH VARrnus ROUTES 
BY fEX ANP RMlE/~tmn:c STATiJ~ 

Ro1.J.te 
WpiJ,:.e 
Mi:!,+es 

A,dminh t ra,t iv~ Tr11nshrn 40 

].3.egqlar Transhrs 
'·-,:•·.1 -, ' ' ,., ·. ,. 

Non-cpJ!J.p~titive 
Prompt tons 

(88. 9%) 

f 
(50,P} 

6 
(85.7) 

No11.-~PmpfilfiHv~ QuillH¥"" 7 
in~ Pro~ottons (lQP~O) 

Npn'":"coµipetit:fv~ Open
comp~tttive rromoti,on§ 

Chapge1 i,n Juri~distiPPtl 
Olt~$ . . .. 

NPp.-list Promotions 

~~i,pstµtem~ntij Withtn 
On~ Y~&r 

2 
(50.Q) 

2 
( lQO, O) 

q21 
(70, 3) 

Q 
(75.Q) 

l 
(50,0) 

9 
(90.0) 

28.Q 
(6.7,tH 

971 
00!3·%) 

Wh:1-tfil 
F~mf.l'.l-g~ 

Mtnmrity Minority 
~hf!-~~ Jl'~mJ;i'.l-@§ T9tel 

•\,••,-• • e, •• .,,,~ ',. '""''•' a••'"'••~ ,,,,_ ,.,~.,«, ,.,-.,- ~,- " .'' ., 

3, 
(.~ ~ 7%) 

i 
(50.0) 

t 
04,3) 

2 mo~ o) 

200 
(2i!, 7) 

i 
(2&~0) 

l 
(lQ. 0) 

lHi 
,ia,.Q) 

327 
(23,7%) 

3i 
p.!6), 

1 
rnorAl 

u ,~ ,~n 

46 
(3.3%} 

i 45 
(2t?fo~ OOQ~Q%) 

30 
( ~ I" dt.ft 

,,.. 

P-
0, $ J 

4 
(lQQ ~p%) 

7 
(100!0%) 

z 
O~Or P%) 

4 
(lQQ ! Q%) 

4 
ORO t P%} 

.8£33 
opq r Q·%) 

~ 
OPP ill%) 

z 
ooo,on 

io 
0QPrA%) 

414 
HPQ,Qfo) 

p 7 J 381 
(2~7%) OQ0,0%) 
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No,n-list 
Pr;omotions 

Other Alternative 
Route Promotions* 

Traditional 
Examination List_ 
Promotions 

TOTALS 
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TABLE VII 

PROMOTIONS THROUGH VARIOUS ROUTES OF PROMOTION, 
BY SEX AND RACE/ETHNIC STATUS 

White White Minority 
Males Females Males 

64.0% 61.2% 69.5% 
(621) (200) (32) 

7.2 3.3 4.4 
(70) (11) (2) 

28.8 35.S 26.1 
(280) -~-- (LL6_)~---· ·-- _(12). 

100.0% 
(971) 

100.0% 
(327) 

100,0% 
(46) 

Minority 
Females 

81.1% 
(30) 

2.7 
(1) 

16.2 
.. (6) 

100.0% 
(37) 

Total 

63.9% 
(883) 

6.1 
(84) 

30.0 
. -(414). --· 

100.0% 
(1381) 

*These include Administrative Transfers (45), Regular Transfers (4), Non
competitive Promotions (7), Non-competitive Qualifying Promotions (2), Non
competitive Open Competitive Promotions (4), Changes in Jurisdictional 
Classification (2), Reinstatements Within One Year (8), Reallocations (2), and 
Structural Changes (10). 

research and conversations with many concerned people had led us to expect that 

examinations would provide the best access to promotion for all women and 

minorities. Instead, it seems to provide significantly more opportunity for 

white women than it does for minority women or men. 

When we review the figures for promotion through Other Alternative Routes, 

the raw numbers tell a story hidden by the percentages. Consistent with our 

expectations, white males were the only ones to receive sizeable numbers of 

these non-traditional promotions. If we compare the percentages across on Table 

VII, it is clear that white males received a larger portion of their most recent 

promotions through these routes than any other group. The differences appear 

- - ---



relatively small (7. 2 percent of ai1 promotions received through '10ther 

Alternative Routes" for white males; compl:i.ted to 3.4 percent for white females, 

4.3 percent for minority males, and 2~7 percent fot f/J.inority females); however; 

the raw numbers demonstrate that minority people ate ainmst hori.;..existent among 

those who were ptoinoted thtbugb these tbtites. that~ t-Tete cirily two mifiori.ty 

maies arid one m:irtodty female. the geiiEita.iized prt:!dsibti. of suoH sfuaii rttim,hers 

is not statistically reliabie, since a gfiift &f only one tase couid Htarally 

rem.ova a celi artd al tet a.ny irttl:!tptetat:l.tirt of chi a&ta. ttemefidoua1y. Yet j the 

trend is obvibu~: it appears that the hbfl~ttaditidhai tdUb~s ol pf~filollbh are 

used overwhelmingly to promote inaj ority t:ifilp1oyees and, of these protndtibrls, the 

vast number w~te teteiv'ijd by white mett. 

Another way to rev:1.ew these Hgut~s is to consider the perceht:ag~ of a type 

of ptomotfot1 obtairied by a piitticUittt sex artd tatie/ethtd.c ~t'oup, nhd eompate 

that :tigUte td their share of the tdtai sample, This satnpie share r~pres~rtts 

the standatd; or tht:1 pfopbttiort of that gtt5up; s profil.dtiot1s dtie '4't:;ti1d e-xpetit: td 

be made through a particuiar ttHite ift the atlsenea of diHeretl'.Hai lre&tiflent. 

the cliff ~ttH.1t@ between the staritlatd ittd thij Mfoal p:tatw-rHart§ catt Be ~hou~ht of 

a:s ii over'"";; of 0 under..;.represertti:t t ion, it It is ovet;:.;;.-tept~!3etlt:a doh wheh a group 

teceivQd more than their sattl.pie shrlta df thdse jh"dthdtiorts j or tihd@t

tet,tesertta.Hort tvlieri they reMiVed fewElt t:Ba'.rt ti.ie1.f samt,ie siHife i Fdf exampie, 

by com.pa.ting the prdpottioti of th~ §afilp1e made up by whHE! wtimefi, tb Hie ptdfipt-" 

t:idtt of ptoffibtd..tirts made thfdUgh a spi.ldf:l..c rotifi~ t~M:l..v&d By whtte w0meflj w~ cart 

dE!tstm:l..he whethe1t white womert §fe uttdet';;.;t'eJ?ftiserH::~ri. Urttle:f..:teptesentaHoti in 

patticuiar1y advartf::ageous c&hgories of ptomot::lort maY be aft ifididatot of ihsti

tutional disctiminatiort. 

Table Vitt allows for die Mmput.riHb·n of ovcit- and ufl.det;;.;teptesehtaHort, 

For white womeri, who make up 23.7 pefcent of thG! satiip1e; we find 
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under-representation in promotion through Non-list Promotions and Other 

Alternative Routes: although they represent 23. 7 percent of the sample, they 

received less than that percentage of the total number of promotions received 

through those mechanisms. For minority men and women, when we compare their 

sample shares (3.3 percent and 2.7 percent, respectively) to the proportion of 

th~ various promotional types they received, Table VIII indicates they were 

under-represented in the categories of Other Alternative Routes and Traditional 

Examination List Promotions. 

---0ften-the--d±-fferences-between-a--group '-s-sample-share -and -the- proportion- of- - - - - - --

their promotions received through a particular category may appear to be a small 

number. However, the absolute number derived from subtracting one proportion 

from the other may be misleading. To more effectively interpret under-represen-

tation, Nordlie (1979) has proposed the use of a Difference Indicator, using the 

actual and expected number of promotions received. The formula is 

~tual Number X ·lOO I -lOO. 
L§ected Number 

The closer the indicator is to zero, the less evidence of difference in treat

ment on that dimensi.on. Table X presents the computed difference indicators. 

U the indicator is positive, it tells us that the number of people in that 

pr9motional category is that percent greater than would be expected if sex and 
ij 

race/ethnicity were not related to promotional route. If the indicator is 

negative, the number of people in the category is that percent less than would 

be expected if sex and race/ethnicity were not related to promotional route. 

The results are instructive. While they are derived from the same numbers 

and therefore convey the same trends as Tables VII and VIII, the interpretation 

possible is much more powerful. For instance, in the area of Other Alternative 

Route Promotions, Table VIII indicated that white females received 13.1 percent 

of all such promotions compared to their sample share of 23. 7 percent, a 
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TABLE IX 

DIFFERENCE INDICATORS FOR PROMOTION 
THROUGH VARIOUS ROUTES BY SEX AND RACE/ETHNIC STATUS 

Traditional 
Examination List 
Promotions 

Non-list Promotions 

White 
Males 

-3.8 

0 

Other Alternative 18,6 
Route Promotions* 

White 
Females 

18.4 

-4.3 

-45.0 
-------------------

Minority 
Males 

-14.3 

10.3 

-33.3 

Minority 
Females 

-45,5 

25.0 

-50.0 

i<These include Administrative Transfers, Regular Transfers, Non-competitive 
Promotions, Non-competitive Qualifying Promotions, Non-competitive Open Com
petitive Promotions, Changes in Jurisdictional Classification, Reinstatements 
Within One Year, Reallocations, and Structural Changes. 

Use of the routes of promotion obviously differs somewhat on the basis of 

sex and race/ethnicity. Table X presents a final variation on the ways to break 

down the categories to explore these differences. It allows comparisons between 

the use of each of the major categories of promotion and all other routes 

combined. For instance, part A of the table indicates that white women were the 

most likely group to be promoted through examination (35. 5 percent), which is 

the most traditional and least flexible of the promotion mechanisms. Minori.ty 

women were the least likely (16.2 percent) to receive their most recent promo

tion through this route. Males, both minority and non-minority, were in-between 

the females: whi.te male promotions were most similar to those of white females 

( 28. 8 percent), while the distribution of minority male promotions were most 

similar to those of minority females (26.1 percent). Most significantly, this 

suggests that race/ethnicity may be a more important predictor of whether one 

received her/his most recent promotion through the traditional examination 

process than sex. 



A. Promoted through: 

Examination 

Other Route 

Total 

B. Promoted through: 

Non-list Route 

Other Route 

Total 

c. Promoted through: 

Examirtation or 
Non-list Routes 

Other Route 

Total 
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TABLE X 

DIFFERENTIAL USE OF.PROMOTION ROUTES 
BY SEX AND RACE/ETHNICITY 

' White White Minority 
Males Females Males --

28.8% 35.5% 26 .1% 

71. 2 64.5 73.9 

lOQ.0% 100.0% 100 .0% 
(971) (327) (46) 

64.0% 61.2% 70.0% 

36.0 38.8 30.0 

100,0% 100.0% 100.0% 
(971) (327) (46) 

93.0% 99.6% 95.7% 

7,0 3.4 4~3 

·100 .0% 100.0% 100. 0% 
' (971) (327) (46) 

Minority 
Females Total 

16.2% 30.0% 

83,8 70.0 

100,0% 100;0% 
(37) (1381) 

81.1% 63~9% 

18.9 36.1 

100.0% 100.0% 
(37) (1381) 

97.3% 93.9% 

2;7 6.1 

10iLO% 100.0% 
(37) (1381) 
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Minorities, both males and females, were more likely to receive their most 

recent promotion through a Non-list Appointment (provisional or temporary) than 

were non-minorities. Part B of Table X provides the relevant percentages. This 

further confirms the suggestion offered above that minority status is a more 

important predictor of the promotion route used for most recent promotion than 

sex. 

The greater relative percentages for minority employees can be interpreted 

as a positive sign or as a negative indication, depending on how Non-list 

--P-r-0m0t-i0ns-ar-e-used--.- -lnf-0Fmat-ion-ava-i-lable- en- -the-impl-icat-ions- of - Nen~l-i-st

Promotions is mostly anecdotal, Some suggest that Non-list Appointments, made 

without necessary regard for traditional competitive selection criteria, are a 

"foot in the door," that they provide privileged access to demonstrate compe

tence in higher level jobs. Advocates of this position further suggest that 

once an employee has that II foot in the door, 11 she/he is more li.kely to be 

permanently appointed to the pr,omotional title than if she/he had not had the 

Non--list opportunity. If this is the case, the larger proportion of minority 

employees who received promotion through this route may represent State affir·· 

mative action efforts, since promod.ng minority candidates through the flexible 

Non-list process might eventually increase the number of permanently appointed 

minority managers. 

Others argue that Non-list Promotions are a disadvantage to employees. 

Advocates of this position feel that these appointments, providing no tenure 

rights to employees regardless of the length of time they serve in this capa

d.ty, are abusive. The argument follows that minority employees as a group may 

be disproportionately disadvantaged because they received the largest propor

tions of their most recent promotions through this route. Rather than offering 

employees the opportunity to demonstrate competence in a higher level job and 



rewarding that competence with permanent appointment, those who hold this 

position argue that Non-list Appointments take advantage of the skHls and 

effort of incumbents and then send them back to the lower level job from which 

they came. 

The statements on both sides of the argument appear to contain a bit of 

truth. In some cases Non---list Appointments apparently are a "foot in the door." 

In some cases they apparently lead no-where but back to where one came from. 

This report discusses the differential use of Non-list Promotions to a greater 

extent in the succeeding chapter. We conclude that Non-list Promotions are pnly 

slightly differentially allocated, but more important may be how they are 

terminated -- whether in permanent appointment to the higher level position or 

demotion back to one's lower level permanent appointment. We hypothesize that 

whether Non-list Promotions are converted to permanent appointments differs on 

the basis of race/ethnicity and sex. However, it remains the task of future 

research focused on the Non-list mechanism to more fully test this hypothesis 

and other possible institutional discrimination inherent in the use of Non-li.st 

Promotions. 

Finally, returning to Table X, in Part C we find again that the group ,most 

likely to rece:l.ve their most recent promotion through one of the Other Alter

native Routes, those most flexible of promotion categories, are white males. 

While the absolute numbers are small, the percentages indicate a clear trend. 

White males received 7.0 percent of their most recent promotions through various 

categories of these other routes, compared to 4. 3 percent for minority m8;1es, 

3.4 percent for white females, and 2.7 percent for minority females. Note that 

this is the only case of the three presented in Table X, where sex may be the 

more powerful predictor: both groups of males received the larger proportions 

of promotions through Other Alternative Routes, while both groups of females 
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received the smaller proportions. However, before that conclusion is carried 

too far, i.t is important to note that white males received a proportion signifi

cantly above all other groups, while minority males received a mere 1 percent 

greater proportion than the largest group of females. The predominance of white 

males in virtually all the sub-categories of these Other Alternative Routes 

will be explored throughout this report. 

All of the tables and statistics presented thus far poi.nt to one conclu

sion: the mechanism used for the most recent promotion an individual received 

-i-s-rel-at-ed-t-o -sex-and--race-/-ethnic±-ty-. - -The -exp-erien-ce- -of- the - four - -sex- -an.a -

race/ethnicity status groups might be characterized as follows: 

0 White males received promotions through the entire range of possible 
mechanisms. They were significantly over-represented in the Other 
Alternative Route Promotions the least traditional and least 
numerous. 

0 White females received promotions through a somewhat narrower range 
of mechanisms. They were more likely to have been promoted through 
the Traditional-Examination List process than were members of any 
other group

0 They were under-represented in all other categories of 
promotion. 

0 Minority males received promotion through an even narrower range of 
mechanisms. They Wffe under-represented in all categories except 
Non-list Promotions. 

0 Minority females received promotion through the narrowest range of 
mechanisms. Like minority males, they were under-represented in all 
categories except Non-list Promotions. In fact, minority women were 
the most likely group to be promoted through the Non-list mechanisms. 
They were the least likely to be promoted through the combined 
category of Other Alternative Routes. 

10
1 refer here to broad categories of promotion. As Table VI indicates, 
majority females were over-represented in two very small categories which were 
later collapsed with Other Alternative Routes. These were Regular Transfers 
and Non-competitive Open Competitive Promotions. In both cases, majority 
females received two promotions, representing 50 percent of the total. 

11
Again, this refers to broad categories of promotion. Within the broad 
category of Other Alternative Routes, minority males received one of the two 
promotions through Reallocation, representing 50 percent. 
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All of these findings suggest the possibility of institutional discrimin

ation: processes built into the way we do "business as usual" which result in 

unequal outcomes for women and minority men as compared to white men. In order 

to determine whether these unequal results were spurious, whether they were the 

result of other variables highly correlated with sex or minority status, further 

analysis on age and salary grade was conducted. If these variables are not 

statistically correlated to sex or race/ethnicity to any great degree, then we 

can be more confident that our findings of differences are a result of sex 

and/or race/ethnicity. 

Effects of Salary Grade and Age 

The correlation of sex and race/ethnicity with age and salary grade are of 

no significant magnitude, indicating that age and salary grade are largely 

independent of sex and race/ethnicity. 12 
The largest correlation represents the 

relationship between sex and salary grade. That correlation of -.10 indicates a 

slight trend for salary grades to be higher for male employees -- a trend which 

is not surpr:lsing given the statistics reported in Chapter I. Such low correla

tions mean that age and salary grade are pro~ably not explaining the differences 

in the use of promotional routes which we have attributed to sex and race/ 

ethnicity. However, these variables coul.d have an independent effect on the 

route of promotion. This possibility will be explored next. 

There is a somewhat expected and moderate relationship between salary grade 

and the route of promotion utilized. We had been told informally that it is.at 

the higher levels of management where the increased flexibility offered by some 

of the alternative routes is most utilized. The data only p&rtially support 

12Race/ ethnicity was coded into two categories for ths analysis: minority and 
non-minority. 
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this informal information. As indicated in Table XI, promotion through Examin-· 

ation is most prevalent in the lower grade levels, as expected. Promotion 

through the Non-list mechanisms of provisi anal and temporary appointments are 

prevalent in all salary grades, but reach their highest use (86 percent of all 

promotions) in the highest salary grades. Contrary to expectation however, the 

Other Alternative Routes combined were used most in the middle categories, 

salary grades 25 to 34. 

Similarly, tests of the relationship between age and route of promotion 

_____ (_with-Other-Al ternati-V-e-Routes-comb-ined~-onl-y-pa-r."-tia-1-1-y-y-ie-lded expected - -- -

TABLE XI 

ROUTE OF MOST RECENT PROMOTION BY SALARY GRADE 

Salary Grades 

23-24 25-29 30-34 

Route of Promotion: 

Traditional 40.9% 20.1% 28 .1% 
Examination List 

Non-list Promotion 56.7 70.9 61.8 

Other Alternative 2.4 9.0 10.1 
Route* 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
(617) (603) (139) 

') 

X~ = 84.37, with 6 degrees of freedom, significance= 0000 
Cramer's V = .175 

35-38 

9.1% 

86. !+ 

4.5 

100.0% 
(22) 

Total 

30.0% 

63.9 

6 .1 

100.0% 
(1381) 

*These include Administrative Transfers (l15), Regular Transfers (~), Non
competitive Promotions (7), Non-competitive Qualifying Promotions (2), Non
competitive Open Competitive Promotions (4), Changes in Jurisdictional 
Classification (2), Reinstatements Within One Year (8), Reallocations (2), and 
Structural Changes (10). 
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results. We expected that older and therefore more expertenced managers would 

have the best access to the non-traditional routes of promotion, While the 

relationship is not statistically significant, the trend is consistent with our 

findings for salary grade: use of Traditional Exall\ination Lists for promotion 

declines with age, while the use of Non-list Promotiops increases with age. 

Other Alternative Routes of Promotion are most likely to be used in the middle 

age categories of 35 to 54 years. 

Ln sumtn.ary, the relationships of salary grade and age with the roµtes. used 

for promotion were not surprising for the most part. Examination-based prpmo

tions were most prevalent among those of younger ages 9-nd in lower sa.1ary 

grades, The use of Non-list Promotions increased with salary grade and age, 

Bowever, contrary to expectations the Other Alterna,tive Routes of Promotion 

combined were used most in the middle salary grades and c'lmong micldle aged 

employees. 

Sex and Race/Ethnic Segre1ation Of The Workforce 

While we found some important differences in the routes used for proll\otion 

based on individual sex and minori.ty status characteristics of employees~ we 

¥ere also interested in whether there were any significant changes occurring in 

workforce composition: were more women and/or minorities being promoted into 

jobs previously dominated by majority males thus integrating the workforce? If 

we found the State workforce to be increasing:j_y sex and race integrated, that 

might have significance for future promotion related research. Where male. and 

fe.male or majority and minority employees may have somewhat different promo

tional experience today, their experience may be<:!OJUe more sip.i.ilar once they work 

in the same jobs. This hypothesis, of course, assumes that the type of promo-

tion received is related to job title, an assumption. we were unable to 
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systematically test with these data. However, more informal observations with 

the data reported here do lend support to the notion that the type of promotion 

received is related to job title. 

What we found is most disappointing -- the workforce not only ~ segregated 

on the basis of sex and race/ethnicity, but the promotions under study here wete 

not contributing dramatically to breaking down that segregation, Most 

promotions were made to titles dominated by whites and males. However, even 

this does not lead to integration, since generally we find whites and males are 

the oneS__p_r_omo_t_ed,_Women_continued_to-be--pt'omot-ed- pr-imar--ily- -into -jobs-which------

were already integrated or jobs already dominated by women. Minorities also 

tended to be promoted into jobs in which minorities were already present in 

significant numbers. Those promoted to titles dominated by whites or men were 

most likely also to be whites and/or men. 

In order to determine this, we selected from among the job titles to which 

the 1381 individuals included in this analysis were promoted. For each job 

title in which there were at least four incumbents (n=59 titles), we separately 

calculated the overall proportion of each position which was filled by women and 

the overall proportion filled by minorities, as of December, 1980. We then 

compared the sex and race/ethnicity of those promoted to the sex and race/ethnic 

composition of the title they were promoted to. Tables XII and XIII provide the 

resulting statistics. 

As Table XII indicates, the majority of our sample of employees (approxi

mately 60 percent) were promoted into job titles which were already dominated by 

men. (These are titles filled by 30 percent or fewer women.) In fact, approx

imately 12 percent of our sample of managers were promoted into job titles in 

which there were no women currently employed, and another 10 percent were 

promoted into job titles in which women constituted from 1 percent to 10 percent 
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of the incumbents. The great majority (87 percent) of those promoted into these 

male dominated titles were males. While 16 percent of all meh were prombted 

into titles where there were no women, only one out of 40 women v:ras protribted 

into such a title. 

Women were most likely to be promoted intb jobs where relatively large 

proportions of women were already employed: 65 percent of the women were 

promoted into integrated or female dominated jobs (jobs. already filled by over 

30 percent women) • Conversely,. only 30 percent bf the men were promoted into 

jobs filled over 30 percent by women. The relationship between sex and the 

sex composition of the title to which one is promoted is statistically signifi

cant and is moderately strong. 

The comparable analysis of race/ ethnicity of employees and the composition 

of the title to which they were promoted is more dUficult because there are 

only nine promotions of minority employees available for this .analysie. While 

precision is impossible with so few cases, the trend for minorities demohsttated 

in Table XIII does seem to be in the same direction as we found for worn.en. 

Almost 35 percent of promoted white employees were entering positions in which 

there were~ minorities currently employed. No minorities in our sample were 

promoted into these all white job titles. Cohversely, of white employees; only 

6 percent were promoted into positions which had a high proportion of minority 

incumbents (over 20 percent). Yet, five of the nine minority employees in this 

analysis (56 percent) were promoted into job titles which already had more than 

13 
20 percent minority incumbents. Therefore, even with these small numbers,, the 

13The distribution of these promotions did not vary tremendously by agency with 
two exceptions. The Office of Mental Health and the Office of Mental Retarda
tion and Developmental Disabilities promoted a very large portion of the total 
of both minority and white employees into positions which have significant 
minority representation. Of the 69 promotions into job titles where minori
ties constitute 20 percent ot more of the incumbents, 66 of theRe (96 percent) 
were in these two agencies. 
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trend is obvious. Minority employees tend to be promoted into titles where 

significant numbers of minority employees already are employed. Majority 

employees are much more likely than minority employees to be promoted into 

positions already heavily dominated by whites. 

These findings on the basis of both sex and minority status suggest that 

the State of New York is not making great strides in breaking down the sex and 

race/ethnicity segregation of its managerial workforce through the use of 

promotion. 

,-------------------- - - -------------- -- - - -- -- - - - --- - - -- - -

Percent of 
Job Title 
Filled by 
Females 

0% 

1-·10 

11-20 

21-30 

31-50 

51 and above 

TOTAL 

Chi Square = 
Cramer's V = 

TABLE XII 

DISTRIBUTION OF PROMOTIONS OF MALES AND FEMALES 
INTO JOB TITLES OF VARYING SEX COMPOSITION 

Males Pro- Females Pro-
rooted into moted into 
These Titles These Titles Total 

16.2% 2.5% 12.2% 
(16) (1) (17) 

11.1 3.5 10. 1 
( 11) (3) (14) 

15.1 12.5 14.4 
(15) (5) (20) 

27.3 12.5 23.0 
(27) (5) (32) 

18.2 27.5 20.9 
(18) ( 11) (29) 

12.1 37.5 19.4 
(12) (15) (27) 

100.0% 100. 0% 100.0% 
(99) (40) (139) 

18.18851, with 5 degrees of freedom, significance = 
0.36174 

Cumulative 
Percent of 
Promoted 
Employees 

12.2% 

22.3 

36.7 

59.7 

80.6 

100,0 

,0027 



Percent of Job 
Titles Filled by 

Minority Employees 

0% 

1-5 

6-10 

11-20 

21-40 

TOTAL 
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TABLE XIII 

DISTRIBUTION OF PROMOTIONS INTO JOB TITLES 
OF VARYING RACE/ETHNIC STATUS COMPOSITION 

Whites Minorities 
Promoted Into Promoted Into 
These Titlel? .These Titles Total 

34.9% 0% 32.6% 
(45) (O) (45) 

17.0 22.2 17,4 
(22) (2) (24) 

32.6 22.2 31.9 
(42) (2) (44) 

9.3 44. L1 11.6 
(12) (4) (16) 

6.2 11.1 6.5 
(8) (1) (9) 

100.0% 99.9%* 100.0% 
(129) (9) (138) 

*Does not total 100 percent due to rounding. 

Agency Differences 

Cumulative 
Percent of 
Promoted 
Employ~es 

32,6~ 

so.a 

81.9· 

93.5 

100.0 

The sample was drawn to include agencies of various sizes, compositions, 

and functions. In so designing the study, we expected to be able to determine 

whether the use of the various routes of promotion was relat.ed to any of these 

agency characteristics~ 

Our findings, however, do not support any significant hypothesis of dif.,.. 

ferences on the basis of agency characteristics. In fact, the use of the 

various routes of promotion is fairly conststent across agencies. We do not 

observe major patterns of variation by size of agency or by type of agency 

function. 
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TABLE XIV 

--------
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Yet, there are some minor individual differences among agencies. In 

particular, those agencies which exhibit an atypical use of the Non-Hst Promo

ti.on mechanism, that is they tend to have either an extremely high or an ex

tremely low number of Non-list Promotions, also tend to exhibit atypical 

patterns (either very high or very low use) in the distribution of Examinati.on 

List Promotions. There is a trade-off «ilffect: agencies high on one type are 

unusually low on the other. That makes obvious sense when we recall that 

Non-list Promotions are most often used when there is no examination Hst from 

which to make an appointment. 

Almost all agencies used a combination of Traditional Examination List 

Appoi.ntments and Non-list Appointments to make 90 percent or more of the 

promotions in our sample. The single exception to this is the Office of Aging, 

which made 50 percent of its promotions through Administrative Transfer, and the 

remaining 50 percent through a combination of Examination Lists and Non-list 

(provisional and temporary) Appointments. 

The average proportion 
14 

of promotions made through Non-list mechanisms 

among the agencies is approximately 64 percent. Agencies varied around that 

mean, providing a range of 28 percent to 100 percent. This means that the 

agency which made the smallest proportion of the sampled promotions through the 

Non-list mechanism made 28 percent of these promotions this way, while the 

agency with the highest use made 100 percent of the most recent promotions 

through this route, 

The average proportion promot:l.ons made within agencies through Traditional 

Examinati.on List Appointments is approximately 28 percent. Similar to Non-list 

14
This mean and the mean calculated for the proportion of promotions made 
through the Traditional Examination list Process are not weighted by agency 
size. 
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TABLE XV 

PROPORTION OF PROMOTIONS WITHIN AND ACROSS AGENCIES 

Division of Budget 

Office of General Services 

State Board of Equalization 
& Assessment 

Office of Aging 

Division of Criminal 
Justice Services 

State Energy Office 

Department of Audit & Control 

Department of Agriculture 
& Markets 

Department of Education 

Department of Taxation 
& Finance 

Department of Con~erce 

Department of Parks 
& Recreation 

Office of Mental Health 

Office of Mental Retardation 
& Developmental Disabilities 

Division of Alcoholism 
& Alcohol Abuse 

Div:l.sion of Substance Abuse 
Services - Central 
Administration 

TOTAL 

*Missing Data - 66 cases 

Promoted 
From 
Within 
Agency 

100.0% 

97,0 

97.4 

100.0 

91.0 

100.0 

98,0 

94.1 

83.8 

99,1 

100.0 

96. 3 

65.0 

72 .5 

66,7 

72.0 

81.8% 

Promoted 
From 
Outside 
Agency 

0.0% 

3.0 

2,6 

0.0 

9.0 

0.0 

2.0 

5.9 

16.7 

0,9 

o.o 

3.7 

35.0 

27,5 

33.3 

28.0 

18.2% 

Total 

100.0% (36) 

100,0 (67) 

100.0 (39) 

100. 0 ( 8) 

100. 0 (21) 

100. 0 ( 3) 

100,0 (87) 

100.0 (17) 

100. 0 (78) 

100,0 (229) 

100 .o (10) 

100 .o (27) 

100. 0 (309) 

100,0 (335) 

100.0 (24) 

100.0 (25) 

100,0 (1315*) 
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Promotions, there is substantial variation around the mean, but with a much 

lower range of 4 percent to 67 percent. 

It is interesting to note that promotion generally occurs within an agency. 

In over 80 percent of the cases, the promotion received occurred within the 

agency in which the employee already worked at a lower salary grade. (Refer to 

Table XV.) Major exceptions to this trend occur in all of the mental health 

related agencies: Office of Mental Health (35.0 percent of promotions made from 

outside the agency), Office of Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities 

(27 .5 percent), Division of Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse (33,3 percent), and 

bi vision of Substance Abuse Services (28 •. 0 percent), Many of the inter-agency 

promotions to these particular agencies may be due to a reorganizati.on which 

occurred just a few years prior to the beginning of this research. The Depart

ment of Mental Hygiene split into thes_e four autonomous agencies and there 

reportedly was much movement between them during the transition, If we tempor

arily remove those mental health related agencies from the analysis, we find 

that only 4 percent of the remaining promotions were made between agencies. 

That being the case, we conclude that opportunity for advancement occurs pri..., 

marily within agencies rather than between them. 

Conclusion 

Much to our initial surprise we found that the original estimate that 

one-third of all promotions take place outside of the Traditional E:xamination 

List process was much too conservative •. In fa:ct, the actual figure of 70 

percent is more than double that estimate, 

Our most important findings reported ln this chapter involved the differ

ential use of the routes of promotion. White men were found to use the broadest 
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range of promotion mechanisms, followed by white women, minority men, and then 

minority women who experienced the narrowest range of promotion. types. 

White men as a group received a larger proportion of their promotions 

through the combination of the mpst flexible and least traditional routes of 

promotion than any other group. Although the absolute numbers of these promo

tibns given was quite low, the overwhelming majority of them were received by 

white men. 

Males and females, majority and minority, all received the largest propor

t-i0ns-0f-t-he-i-r-m0st-r-ee-ent-pt'-0mot-ions-t:c-h:t'-0ugh··-ehe-Non-list- mechanism-.-- However-, 

the relative proportion for minority managers of both sexes was higher than that 

for whites. The Traditional Examinat:i.on List Promotions were the next most 

popular route used by all groups. White women received a significantly higher 

proportion of their promotions through this route than any other group, These 

findings of differential use of promotional mechanisms on the basis of sex and 

race ethnicity lead to more detailed hypotheses of institutional discrimination, 

which will be explored in succeeding chapters. 

Beyond these general findings about the effect of sex and race/ethnicity on 

promotional route used for one's last promotion, we also explored whether age or 

salary grade affected the route of promotion utilized. In fact, both variables 

were found to have some independent effect. Examination promotions were more 

prevalent among those who are younger and those at lower salary grades. The use 

of Non-list promotions tended to increase with both age and salary grade. 

Surprisingly, the use of the combination of Other Alternative Route Promotions 

were most prevalent among both middle ages and middle salary grades. 

In our analysis of the sex and race/ethnic segregation of the State man

agerial workforce, we were forced to conclude that the promotions captured in 

this study were not going to create a major break from the status quo, Women 
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and minorities tended tp continue tp be promoted into l,)O!;lit;tons which already 

had significant numbers of women and minorities 1i:l them, Wl)i:tes an!i tllen tended 

to be promoted into titles alrei:idy dqp:1.inated by whites and wen, To the extent 

that me~4anisms used for prmnotipn may be relate<l to job title~ ai:; long as the 

workforce remains se~ and race segregated we may not be ablE! to f;;l~pect the 

promotion e:x:perience of minpdties and women to be the s1,:ni-1-e as that of whites 

fl.nd men, 

Finally in this chapter we exploreci po::rnihl.e differen~~i;; tn the use of 

prowotion mechaµhms by agency, Althpugh our l'!l-l;l.jor hypotheses of the eff~,:;ts of 

~gency shes function and compositio11 were not suppo-rted~ some in,terestini?; 

¢1.ifferences were npted, In parti~»+ar ~ as.encies whi<:!h e~li-ibiteq atypi~p,l 

patterns with regard to Tradit:f..cmal. fl:~F!-minatiop List Promotions dim tended to 

e}!:hibit /ltypical. patterns in the use of Non-list Prnmotions, a11 obvipµs trfliie

off ~ In addition, we found that the opportunity for promotion seems to opcur 

almost entirely within agencies rather than between <l:1..ff~f~»t a&en~'f..~lih 
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IV. NON-LIST PROMOTIONS 

Non-list Promotions constitute the largest category of promotions in the 

New Y0rk State managerial ranks. Approximately 64 percent (883) of all the 

promotions under consideration in this study are in the category of Non-list 

Promotions. These are non-permanent appointments which do not involve selection 

from among the top candidates on an examination list. Both temporary and 

provisional appointments are included in Non-1:1._E:lj:_ fromp_tions_. _ 

Definition of Terms 

Several terms which were defined much earlier in this report are important 

to understanding Non-list Promotions. Their definitions are repeated here. 
0 Non-list Appointments 

non-permanent appointments which do not involve selection from 
an eligibility list; include appointments made pending the 
canvass of an appropriate eligibility list and appointments made 
i.n the absence of an appropriate eligibility list; include both 
provisional and temporary appointments. 

0 Provisional Appointments 

appointments made on a non-competitive basis when there is no 
appropriate eligible list available to fill a competitive class 
vacancy, or when an eligible list contains less than three 
people willing to accept the position; legally limited to nine 
months. 

0 Temporary Appointments 

non-competitive appointments made when a position definitely is 
vacant only temporarily, due to such circumstances as an incum-· 
bent being on leave; specific time limit for temporary appoint
ments made without regard to an existing eligible list is three 
months. 
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Consequences of Non-list Promotipns 

In order to qualify for a Non ... list Promotion, an individual must meet. the 

minimum q1.1alification51 listed on the most recent e~innination announcement for 
15 the position. Nop-permanent appointments throµgh this route often are tl)ought 

to lead to permanent appointments, in a sense to be used as implicit probation

ary periods. However, this is not intended 1:inder the l<1w. Rather, they are to 

be used only as stopgap measures until regular permanent competij:ive appo/i.nt,-
16 ments can be made. Anecdotal information we received alao iJ.1.dicated that 

.Non-list Appointments may be used by s\.lpervisors as a way of maldng a non

eompetit ive appointment of the candidate of their choice, thus undercutting the 

merit system and possiply dhcrimip.ating against wom.en anq/ or t11innrities. In 

this analysis, we test to determine whether there is disparate use of this route 

of promotion. 

There can be serious consequences for individuals holding a provisional or 

temporary appointment; These appointments offer employees no tenure, which means 

an individual has no vested right to ponti~~ed employment in the position. If a 

person was provisionally or temporarily promqted aftet having held ci permarten.t 

appointment in another position, she/he would have vest!:ld tights in the previous 

permanent appointment and could rett,1rn to that poisitioµ~ However; if it is the 

employee's first appointment in the State or if she/he entered State service on 

a non~permanent basis and changed positions through another Non-list Appoint

ment, the employee has no State tenure, no vested right to continued employm~nt. 

15 

16 

As explained in Department of Civil Service Staffing Services Msmornndum 7-80; 
March 14, l 980. Exceptions to the rule are all.owed with the approval of 
stafUng services in the Department of Civil S!atvice. thus adding som!=! flexi
bility to the procedure. 

See Hannon versus Bartlett, 405 N.Y.S. 2d 513~1978. 
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In addition, while an employee is non-permanently appointed to a title, 

she/he may be forgoing other opportunities for advancement. The longer the 

non-permanent appointment continues, without any guarantee of being made 

permanent, the more other opportunities an employee may lose, Thus, employees 

who are provisionally or temporarily appointed to a title run two kinds of 

risks. First, they may have no State tenure and vesting rights. Second, they 

may be losing out on other advancement opportunities for the duration of the 

non-permanent appointment. If the non-permanent appointment is made permanent, 

as they often are, these risks may have been~ggite~ worthwhilJ=~ ~ However, ~other 

times when the provisional or temporary appointment is ended, the employee is 

returned to her /his previous permanent appointment, if the employee is lucky 

enough to have one, or is dismissed from State service. 

In addition to potential costs to the individual, there are also major 

system drawbacks to non-permanent appointments. For instance, assume a person 

is promoted from a permanent appointment as a Supervising Computer Operator to a 

temporary assignment as Chief Computer Operator while the permanent Chief is on 

leave. Since the promoted employee has a "hold item" on her/his permanent 

appointment in the lower supervising position and can go back to it at anytime, 

that position can only be filled temporarily or provisionally. The next person 

who is non-permanently promoted to the supervising title probably also has been 

appointed from a permanent position as a Senior Computer Operator, on which 

she/he has a "hold." The Senior Operator position, therefore, cannot be 

permanently filled, and so it goes. It becomes a domino-like series of non

permanent appointments, which are likely to fall only when the Chief Operator 

position is permanently filled. Thus, Non-list Promotions have negative conse

quences for the individual and possibly for the merit system of civil service. 
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Differential Use of Non-list Promotions 

The distribution of Non-list Promotions by sex and minority status paral

lels the sample distribution fairly closely as demonstrated on Table XVI. That 

is to say that the di.stribution of these promotions is approxitnately what we 

would expect it to be assuming that promotion through this route was inade 

without regard to sex or race/ethnicity. Cothparing the percent of all Non.;;.list 

Promotions recei.ved to the percentage distribution of our sample:!; we tiote that 

white females deviate the farthest at ortly 1 percent: they represent , 23. 7 

percent of the sample and received 22. 7 percent of the Non;..J.ist Protrtbti,ons. 

Other groups received Non-list Promotions in even closer approximation to their 

sample share. 

However, if we look at the Difference Indicators, we find that the devia

tion is most significant for minority managers. Minority female managers 

received 25 percent more Non-list Promotions than we would expect if there was 

no difference based on sex at race/ethhicity, Minority male managers received 

10 percent more promotions than we would have expected. White females r~ceived 

4 percent fewer such promotions than expected. White males received exactly the 

number we would expect, assuming that the distribution of Non-list Ptoritot:ions 

was made without regard to sex or race/ethnicity. These relatively large 

Differe11ce Indicators for minority employees may be more a function of their 

small numbers than large dHferences in distribUtion, For instance, minority 

males received 32 of their most recent promotions through this mechanism; 

statistically we would have expected them to receive only 29 (3,3 percent of. all 

Non-list Promotions). The difference of only three promotions led to a rel.a.:. 

tively large Difference Indicator of 10. Therefore, although the Difference 

Indi.cators may be h:tgh~ since the absolute numbers of minorities are so low ahd 

the comparison between the sample percentage distribution and the Non-list 
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Promotion distribution is so close, we conclude that there is relatively little 

difference based on sex and race/ethnicity. 

TABLE XVI 

DISTRIBUTION OF NON-LIST PROMOTIONS 
BY SEX AND MINORITY STATUS 

White White Minority Minority 
Males Femµles Males Females Total 

Number of Non-list 621 200 32 30 883 
I'--r-omot-ions-RsG-e-i-ve-d -------

Percent of All 70.3% 22. 7% 3.6% 3.4% 100% 
Non-list 
Promotions 

Percent of Sample 70.3% 23.7% 3.3% 2.7% 100% 

Difference 0 -4.3 +10.3 +25.0 
Indicator 

Average Change 4.0 4.5 4.6 4.6 4.2 
in Salary Grade 

The finding that there is little proportionate difference in the receipt of 

promotion through the Non-list process was actually quite surprising. We had 

received anecdotal information from a wide variety of sources indicating that 

these promotions were disproportionately allocated to white males, that they 

were used as a "foot in the door" technique for gaining access to higher level 

managerial positions. The fact that the disproportionate allocation is in favor 

of women and minority men challenges conventional wisdom. 

A review of the average salary grades for which Non-list Promotions were 

made also demonstrates only small differences among sex and race/ ethnicity 

groups. It is interesting to note on Table XVII, however, that while the mean 

is fairly constant, between salary grades 25 and 26, the range varies, 
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particularly by sex. The range for both groups of men is the futl salary ~rade 

range of 23-38, while for white wolllen the ran,gei is 23-35,, and for l!linorHy w;omen 

the range is only 23-33. Although minority ma+es experienced tµe full range, 

the bulk of their promotions were skewed toward the low end, 

Average 

TABLE XVII 

MEAN SALARY GRADE ATTAINED THROUGH NON-LIST APPOINTMENT 
BY SEX AND RACE/ETH~HCITY, 

White White Minority Minority 
Males Females Males Female~ 

(n=971) (p=327) (n::::46) (n:;;37) 

Salary 25.8 25.0 25.6 25.4 
Grade Promoted to: 

Range 23-38 23.-35 23.-38 23-,<33 

Standard Deviation 3.4 2.5 3,9 2~5 

Tptal 
(no::1381) 

25.,6 

23-38 

3.2 

Although the distribµtions suggest that the+e are only small <ltfferep,ces 

based on sex or race/ethnicity in the allocation pf Nan-list Prowation,, we were 

intereste4 in what might be occurring 'beneath this surface. The earl;{.er disrus

~ion o:£ institutional discrimination indicateµ that when 4j.fferences occur they 

may be embedded in what otherwise seem to be fair and estab+:i.shed pr.oc~µures a,n~ 

practices. Such discrimination may not 'be so obvioJJ$.lY visible from the aµ~lr.:

ysis of overview statistics. l3ecau,ae Non-list Appointments constitute such a 

large proportion of the total number of promoti.ona, we wanted to lopk fur';ther 

intp the process before we concluded that there wer, no 4tfferencea of interest, 
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Provisional Versus Temporary Non-list Promotions 

In order to more extensively examine Non-list Promotions, the career 

histories of a sample of cases were drawn. A 17 percent proportionate strati-

fied (by agency) random sample was drawn, yielding 144 valid 18 cases. Of these 

144 cases, only one was a minority group member. Therefore, a supplementary 33 

percent minority sample was drawn using the same basic technique. This yielded 

an additional 21 cases for a total combined sample of 165. 

Upon analysis of the career histories of the most recent non-permanent 

_______ promotions fo_!" the 165 individuals, we found__t__h_at __ p_r_m,r_isional _promotions_ out--_ 

numbered temporary promotions by almost 7 to 1. (See Table XVIII.) While the 

absolute numbers of appointments for some groups are small, as we review the 

split between provisional and temporary appointments within sex and minority 

status categories, it is interesting to note the differences. Minority females 

received all of their Non-list Promotions through provisional appointments, 

compared to 95 percent for minority males, 89 percent for white males, and 68 

percent for white females. 

Duration of Non-list Promotions 

Of further interest are the differential lengths of these Non-list Promo-

tions by sex and minority status. Because all of the temporary promotions 

included in this study were made pending the canvass of an appropriate eligible 

list, ultimately a permanent appointment to the position should be made from an 

existing examination list. According to Civil Service Law (§64), such temporary 

appointments are to last no more than three months, under the assumption that it 

18
The sample was drawn using a complete list of the 883 Non-list Promotions 
arranged by agency. The sampling ratio for a 17 percent sample is 1/6. 
Originally, 149 cases were drawn. However, relevant data were missing on five 
of these leaving 144 for further analysis. 
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is possible to canvass a list and make a permanent appointment within that 

period of time. 

Number of 
Provisional 
Appointments 

Number of 
Temporary 
Appointments 

Percent 
Provisional 
Appointments 

Percent 
Temporary 
Appointments 

Total 

TABLE XVIII 

DISTR1BUTION OF COMBINED SUBSAMPLES OF 
NON-LIST PROMOTIONS 

White 
Males 

100 

13 

89% 

11% 

100% 
(113) 

Whi.te 
Females 

15 

7 

68% 

32% 

100% 
(22) 

Minority 
Males 

18 

1 

95% 

5% 

100% 
(19) 

Minority 
Females 

11 

--0-

100% 

100% 
(11) 

total 

144 

21 

87% 

13% 

100% 
(165) 

All of the provisional promotions inciuded i.n th:i.s study were made pendfog 

the administration of an examination. When there is ho apptbpriate eligible 

list available, a qualified individual may be appointed until an examination is 

given and a list is drawn up. Regarding the time limit for provisibnal appoirtt-

ments; Civil Service Law (§65), states that "no provisional appointment sha.11 

continue for a period in excess of nine months." 

In light of the legal limits, Table XIX demonstrates the surprisingly long 

duration of most Non-list Promotions. In only orte category is the average 

length of Non-list Promotions within the time frame provided for by laWl w-hite 
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males' temporary promotions, which lasted an average of only 42 days. In all 

other categories for which sample data were available, the appointment lengths 

averaged between 278 and 427 days! 

These statistics are even more alarming when we note that of the 165 

Non-list Promotions used to compute these figures, 136 appointments were not yet 

completed: that is to say, 82 percent of these appointments were still in 

effect in November 1980, when these data were obtained. Thus, our computations 

are extremely conservative, calculated as if all continuing non-permanent 

appointments ended the day our data were drawn. 

White Males 

White Females 

Minority Males 

TABLE XIX 

AVERAGE LENGTH* OF NON-LIST PROMOTIONS 
BY SEX AND MINORITY STATUS 

Temporary 
Promotions 

42 days 
(n = 13) 

461 days 
(n = 7) 

** 

Minority Females ** 

Overall Average 189 days 
(n = 20) 

Provisional 
Promotions 

409 days 
(n = 101) 

278 days 
(n = 15) 

427 days 
(n = 19) 

369 days 
(n = 11) 

395 days 
(n = 146) 

*Based on the combined samples described above. The sample averages are pro
bably biased, reflecting artificially shortened lengths because most (82 
percent) of these appointments were still in effect when the sample was drawn. 
These computations are presented as if the continuing appointments had term
inated on the day the sample was drawn. 

**One or no cases available. 
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As indicated above, even with thes~ conservative calculations the propor!. 

tion of appointments within the prescribed ri.timber of days were moderate. The 

bverall sample indicated only 44 percent of ali provisional prorilotions were 

within the nine-month limit; The proportion of provisional appointments term

inated in a timely fashion (by se* ai:id race/ethriitity) were: 60 percent for 

white females; 55 percent for minority females; 42 percent for whit~ fu.aies; and 

39 percent for minority males. It is a sih cbricitisibn that iri ari tihekpett~diy 

iarge ntifube:t of cases, both temporary &ha ptbvisiortai appbintmerit§ idtt=ihd weil 

beyond the limits set by law. 

Concerning the average lerigth of non-periri.aneht appointments; white males 

experiertce very shott temporary promotions dh average hb~pared to *Hit~ fehla1es. 

All groups experienced lorig provisiortai appointments. Meri appear td ha~e longer 

lasting provisional promotions than wofuin~ withiri the sei bai:ejor!~s fu:tnori~±es 

have the longest provisional appointriiei:its: that i§ to i3ay thai: tnii.i.ority men 

have lohget average a:ppoiritments than white riien and riiinor:f.ty wotiiei:i have lbngi:d:

average appointmetits than white wofueri. 

ri: is itrq:ioftant to i1ot:e that i:he problem of dtreriiei-, iotl~ tl&H;.;.perriiarl~nt 

!ippoiritmerits has hot been igridred by the New Yd:tk Stat~ Deparb.rti:iht of biv:i.1 

service. In 1976 an. interoffice fueriiotiridum 1.rid:tciiteci Hia'.t fh~ ptobiE!fu wM atl 

liriavoic1able restilt of budget crises. 19 With redtiHia fun.Js there w~f,e riot birly 

persontiel layoffs, but there also was decreased capadty tb ptociuc:/b e:Kiimifia

tions. These two factors lecl to the g:reat:H tlSe of pfbvisidni:ti a:ppb':1.ritmeiit§; 

The trierilbtandum t-h:ini: on to note the unhealthy irifluehc~ H121t iofig.;;f:efn1 p'~bvi-

sional appointments have on i:he trierit sy§i:etll. 

19rnteroffice Memorandum on Ptov1.sibnal Control arid tong Term from Mr. WihJdn; 
New York state Department of Ci~il Setfite, Jtirie 28~ i916: 
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In an effort to solve the problem, the State has instituted a Provisional 

Reduction Program. It is directed toward reducing the number of provisional 

appointments in competitive class positions in State service. By targeting the 

job titles with the largest numbers of provisionally appointed incumbents and 

administering examinations for those titles, the State expects to be able to cut 

the number of provisional appointments from a high of over 13,000 to below 6,000 

by 1985. 

We commend the State for this action and recommend further that the legal 

_______ time __ limits-he-g-1-ven--ser-ious-I"-E,W-iew-,---I-f-t-he-y-are- found to -be -too constr-ie-ting, - -- - - -- - -

perhaps legtslative reform is needed. If the law is not too constricting, 

additional measures should be sought which enable practice to be brought into 

line with the law as it stands. 

Other Possible Patterns of Insti.tutional Discrimination 

It may be that on face value, there is little statistical relationship 

between the receipt or length of non-permanent promotions and sex or minority 

status. However, we wanted to test an hypothesis of institutional discrimina-· 

tion concerning how non-permanent promotions are terminated. An hypothesis of 

institutional discrimination in the termination of non-permanent promotions 

might suggest that women and minority men would be more likely to be returned to 

their previous posi.ti.ons, whi.le white men would be more likely to have their 

non-permanent promotional appointments made permanent. 

Because of the difficulty in culling the data to meet these analytical 

needs, we were only able to explore one of the possible ways Non-list Promotions 

are terminated. This way involves the conversion of provisional promotions to 

permanent appointments through the use of Non-competitive Promotions. We found 

that white men disproportionately benefit by this type of conversion. These 
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findings lend support to our hypothesis of institutional discdminatiop. in the 

termination of Non-list Promotions. Additional anl').lyses of other IT)ethods of 

termination will need to be conducted in futtn,e research for us to sl;l.y with 

certainty that the termination proc.ess consistently discri'll:linat~s ,;1.&ainst women 

and minority men. The resµlts of this analysis on the conversion of prov:j..sional 

promotions through the Non-competitive Promotio)'.} process wiH pe mote f'uJ_ly 

described in the chapter on Non-comp.etitive Promotions. 

Several other hypotheses of instHl!t:J.onal dis,Griminati.op regarcl.1-P& N.op.-list 

Promotions could be generated. For instance~ we tould hypothesize different . . '· -~ 

e~planations for the long dllrations of non-permanent promotions, W.e might 

l)ypothes:f-?ie that white males are more likely to pe reta:1.ned in ptovt.~i.onal 

positions until they can be permane»nY appointed ijt the h,igher sa14r:y grade 

level, or .even provisionally promoted again to an even higher grade l.ev,el 1 Ort 

the other hand, women and minority men may be mor~ H.k.ely t.o hold long p.on-

permanent appointrnents so that the departments dq n.oJ: hav:e t,o hire them on a 

permanent basis. With such an inter!;).c:tio:n eff ~,ct th~ ret'.l:ul.t wo:ul.d be th~ sarn.e 

for all groups long, non-µennanen:t :app9;i,ptments .,..,. l:nit the ,ewpl~:nation would 

be a different one d.epe:nding on sex aPcl mino;rity st,i:J.tU$. 'rh¢s~ ar.la only tw.o .of 

the many possible hypotheses. Unfortunat.el.y, our d~ta do p.pt :all.qw us t,o test 

them. Whatever the experience ancl whether it differs on the basis qf s~~ .or 

minori.ty status can only be sp,eculati;on at this pp;int. 

Go:n~,lus;l,.on 

Non-list :Promotions occu:r with mt;1ch g:reater frequency thap any .of us, had 

been led to believe. Further, in general, they ar.e of extr.emely long .du rat ion, 

in apparent violation of the letter and intent of the law, When non-permanent 

promotions extend beyond the short term limits provided for by law~ they may 
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interfere with the merit system. Finally, if Non-list Appointments operate in a 

way that discriminates against groups on the basis of sex or race/ethnicity, it 

is probably found in the way they are terminated rather than in the way they are 

allocated, 
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V. TRADITIONAL EXAMINATION LIST PROMOTIONS 

By now it comes as no surprise to the reader that what we had thought would 

be the most common promotional route, the Traditional Examination List Promo

tion, was found to be only the second most common mechanism for obtaining a 

managerial promotion, However, the examination process does remain the most 

I frequently used mechanism for obtaining a permanent promotion in management 
I 

I 

L ________ positions. -The-pr-imar-y-~tnte-ntion--of-t-hi-s-r-esear-eh -was--t-o -rev-iew- le-he -alter-na-
1 

' tives to promotion through the examination process and to determine whether 

experiences differed on the basis of sex or minority status. Yet, the data 

uniquely available through this study also makes possible some new discussion of 

the examination promotion process itself. 

Previous Research on Examination-based Promotions 

In a previous study of the managerial promotion process all phases of the 

Traditional Examination List Promotion process were studied for 239 promotional 

examinations for positions in salary grades 23 and above (Steinberg and 

Haignere, forthcoming; Haignere, Chertos, and Steinberg, 1982). These phases 

include: (1) eligibility to apply to take the examination; (2) applying to take 

the examination; (3) qualifying to take the examination; (4) passing the examin

ation; (5) ranking on the examination list; and (6) selection from the top three 

candidates on the examination list. 

The primary finding of that study was that the major barrier to the ad-· 

vancement of women and minority men is in the very first phase -- their eligi

bility to apply to take the examination. Women and minority men tended to be in 

jobs which were not considered eligible for managerial promotion. When they 
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were in titles which wade them 1:;1lisible., white w9men and minority m~m. were 

$tatistically as Hkel.y to get thro:qgh the next fi've phase$ as we would expect 
' 

i,n the absence of d:iscrimimi t;qry mechanisms. For m:Lnorit iel?, there w1;1.s a slight 

requirements. 

The d1;1,t& availabl-e for anal.yi;;is her~ are in a i;rµ,He 41H@rent form f+Ptn the 

data us1d for the previoui;; stqdy 1;1.nd Qff1r additional. !naight iptA the u11 of 

opportunity to test the rel.&tionship l:letween individ,ulll cliar~cteri$t:!.cs. a.nd 

prqmotion through thb 1Post tt'aditional. o.f prnmPUonal. in·oc~H!tiill\l, 

~ifferent::1-al. Ui;e of Types of Examin~~!?A l.'rpmptiA})!? 

There are §ever;,il- dif fer@nt sout"ce!;! of permanent e.xaminat:!,oi;l l-:1-~t appotnt..,. 

ments. These include: 

QOpen-compf;}titive Examination T~ists, resulting, from e~aminaUonf:l which 
are open· to aH individ1rnh who have me.t the miniml\m qualif.ieatio9s 
for taking the exam; 

Qinterdepartm§ntal. Examination l"ists f tEH3.Ultin~ +tm11 RfP.mqtiqn.l;ll. 
examinations open to S,tate ~mpl.oyees who meet the minimum qualifi~ 
cations for the e:x:amination~ ana , · 

<;>Department E:x:awiP.{l.tion Lists~ re~nilt:ing from promotional. exanrtnatioru~ 
within an agency or department. 

Each of these successive !i!~amination types is hs@. broadly ~u::ce!tl~rthle to 

:potential candidates, and therefore smaller more select popul.ations are con

sidered eligible for the examination and suhsequent appointment. 

Of those who received their most recent promotion through the Traditional 

Exatl\ination List process, the majo.rity were promoted through Uepartmental 

Exawina,tions, the most nar:rnwly <lefinecl of the tµree types. As Ta'ble XX indi':'" 

cates, over 58 percent of all Traditional: Examination List !1romotions were made 
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through that category. Second to Departmental Examinations are the Open-

competitive Examinations (35. 8 percent). The least used category of examina

tions to obtain promotion is the Interdepartmental Promotion Examination, 

representing only 5,6 percent of all examination promotions. 

TABLE XX 

DISTRIBUTION OF MOST RECENT PROMOTIONS 
THROUGH TRADITIONAL EXAMINATION LIST PROCESSES 

BY SEX AND MINORITY STATUS 

- -------------- --- - - ------- --- -- - - -------

White White Minority Minority 
Males Females Males Females 

Open-competitive 30.5% 46.5% 41. 7% 66.7% 
Exami.na t ion 

Interdepartmental 5.7 6.0 -0- -0-
Examination 

Departmental 63,8 47.4 58.3 33.3 
Examination 

Total 100.0% 99.9%** 100.0% 100.0% 
(279) (1.16) (12) (6) 

*One case was missing data. 
**Does not equal 100 percent due to rounding, 

- -- - - - -- - - --

Total 

35.8% (148) 

5.6 ( 23) 

58,6 (242) 

100.0% 
(413)* 

Departmental Promotions, those limited to employees already in the agency 

who meet the minimum qualifications, were more likely to be used by white males 

than by any other group. White males received almost 64 percent of all their 

examination-based promotions through this route, Although slightly lower, 

minority males also received the largest proportion of their promotions through 

this route (58. 3 percent). Thus, both groups of males received more than half 

of their examination promotions through this narrowest examination based route, 

while women received less than half of their promotions through this route, 

- -------
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Interdepartmental Promotion Examinations, the next broadest eligibi1 hy 

category of promotion examinations, were used in very small numbers artd only for 

the promoti.on of majority candidates. Both white tnales and females received 

approximately 6 percent of their examination-based ptomotiohs throtigh this 

route. 

Open-competi.tive Examination Promotions; on the other hand.; were more 

likely to be used by both groups of femElles than they were by rodes. white 

femaies received almost 47 percent of their exatnination-based promotions through 

______ t_h_i_' s_. _r_o_u_t_e~, m.inority females received almost 67 percent. The ptopottioq of 

minority males who received their most recent examination-based promotion 

. . ·. 20 
through the open-competitive route was also high, lrt fact, at apptdximately 

42 percent, their experience is closer to that of both groups of £em.a1e$ thah it 

is to that of white males (31 percent). Thus, the advancement oppdrtunities of 

women and minority men seem to depend more thart those of white men Ori an ex

t temely open system, where the pool of those cotisidered eHgible tb take the 

examination is much broader. This finding i.s compatibi~ with those a.heady 

presented and lends suppott to previotis Center research which firtds that con

stricted eligibility to compete for promotion is a major obstacle to the ad

vancement of women and minority men in. the New York state ma11agerial salary 

grades (Steinberg and Haigrtere, forthcoming; Haignere, Steinberg, artd Chertos, 

1982). 

These findings imply that sex artd race irttegtation of positiorts is trtost 

likely tc, happen under two conditions. First, it may requite efforts to bro,dert 

20 the percentages for minority groups are difficult to interpret due to the 
extremely small number of minorities in the sample, Only si~ roinority women 
and tiYelve minority men were promoted through the examinatioti mechanism at 
all. Bowever, even if we ignore the absolute percentages . and. tdrisider only 
the trends, it appears that minority women are more likely to receive 
promotion through the most open route thah through either of the narrower 
routes. 
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eligibility in order to make women and minority men eligible. for Interdepart

mental or more importantly, Departmental Examinations. Second, it may require 

the greater use of Open-competitive Examinations. 

Comparing Non-list and Traditional Examination List Promotions 

After our preliminary analyses of both promotion through provisional or 

temporary appointments and appointments from examination lists, we began to 

wonder whether there might be interesting differences in the careers of those 

promoted ttrrou_gh each of these__111e_chanisms. __ In--part-icula-r, -WE!- wet"e- interest-ed--in -

assessing whether some managers tend to get promoted only through the tradi

tional route of examination, while others use a more innovative combination of 

traditional examinations and other less traditional routes to move ahead. If 

this were the case, we might have uncovered a sort of dual system of managerial 

promotion. 

In fact, as Table XXI indicates, those whose most recent promotion was 

through examination tended to have a distinctly different career history from 

those whose most recent promotion was through a non-permanent appointment. 

Using a subsample of examination promotions, we found that for those whose most 

recent promotion was obtained through an examination, an average 71 percent of 

their total number of appointments were obtained through examinations.
21 

This 

21
The data to analyze career histories was not available on our computer file, 
but had to be gathered on a case-by-case basis from hard copy files. It would 
not ha.ve been possible to do this for a large number of cases. Therefore, a 5 
percent subsample was drawn of those who received their most recent promotion 
through the examination process. A proporti.onate stratified random sampling 
technique was used. The cases were listed by agency and then selections were 
made by beginning with a random number (14) and including every 20th case 
thereafter. This sampling technique yielded 21 cases for analysis, but 
included no minority employees, who constitute only 4. Li percent of those 
promoted through the examination route. Consequently, a 33 percent 
proportional stratified sample of minorities was drawn, yielding six 
additional cases for analysis. 
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means that only 29 percent of their appointments, less than one in three, were 

obtained through some alternative mechanism. 

Compare this situation to those whose most recent promotion was obtained 

through a provisional appointrnent, Of the subsample of 149 such cases, an 

average 62 percent of their total numb.er of appointments werE;i tn<'!-de on a non

perw.anent basls, leaving only 38 percent of their appointments to have been made 

22 
through other routes. This is almost the exact opposite of the expe:denc'e of 

those whose most recent promotion was obtained through examination. 

difforent p<'!-tterns of appoi.ntment and mobility in our sample of New York S.tate 

managers: managers who throughout thetr car!l!ers primarily get appointed off of 

an examinatfon list and managera who use primarily provi,,aion&l and temponn::y 

appointments to gain appointment, 

The differences between these two groups are not limited to the predominate 

mechanisms by which they gain appointment, but extends to the number of appoint

'Qlents they experience during their careers. Those who are most likely to use 

competitive exc1minations to move from podtion to position hav(:l an averag~ of 

3,2 different 1;1.ppointments. on their career histories. Those who are rnost U~ely 

to use non..,.permanent appointments to move betw~en po.~itions have an average of 

7, l different appointments, over twice as many. In part, this d:tfhrence may be 

due to the need for those in non-permanent appointments to return to their 

previous position, J:n such a case, both the non,.,pet;'1nanent appointment;: to a 

position and the appointment returning to the prev:lotJsly held posit;ion w~mld 

have been co\lnted. However, because a ·ret~rn to the previous position does not 

22
This subsample also consisted of a 5 percent proportional stratified random 
sample, stratified by agency, which yielded 128 cases and a supplemental 33 
percent sample of minorities, yielding another 21 cases for analysts. 
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always occur and because the number of appointments is over twice as great, 

returning to the previous position cannot account for the total difference in 

number of appointments between the two groups. 

TABLE XXI 

CAREER HISTORY FOR SUBSAMPLES OF THOSE WHOSE MOST RECENT PROMOTION 
WAS OBTAINED BY TRADITIONAL EXAMINATION LIST OR BY PROVISIONAL APPOINTMENT, 

BY SEX AND RACE/ETHNIC STATUS 

Most Recent Pro
motion Obtained 
Through An 
Examination 

Average Percent of 
Total Appointments 
Obtained Through 
Examinations 

Average Number of 
Appointments in 
Career History 

Most Recent Pro-
motion Obtained 
Through A Provi-
sional Appointment 

Average Percent of 
Total Appointments 
Obtained Provisionally 
or Temporarily 

Average Number of 
Appointments in 
Career History 

White 
Males 

15 

76.0% 

3.3 

100 

61.0% 

7.3 

*Based on only one case. 

White 
Females 

6 

81.0% 

2.7 

15 

66.0% 

5.9 

Minority 
Males 

5 

50.0% 

3.6 

18 

66.0% 

7,0 

Minority 
Females 

1 

50.0%* 

2.0* 

11 

60.0% 

7.0 

Total 

27 

71.0% 

3.2 

14lf 

62.0% 

7 .1 
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Finally, th1 experience tends to differ by race and sex. The differences 

@.mong those whos!:! most rect!nt promotion was optained through a provisional 

f!.ppointment seem much le$S pronounce,d than the diHerenc~s awong t'!lose whose 

l.ast promotion was obtfl.in13d tbrqµgh e~!;lmination. (R~fer a&a:l.n to Tap le XXI.) 

'fhe extremely small size of the i=iubsampl,.e of white women and miµor:1-f:y peopl.e of 

poth se~es in the e~amination mode Wfl.rns us that any stat@ment- here, ii?- specu

lati.ve~ Yet it beam noting for fµrther iiit1•-l4Y thM whHe w.omi:ip appear J:g 1:>~ th.e 

most li~ely to re<::eive a high prgpgrt:iPn -of thei't" total. appPintmi:n1t:Si through 

-----~exam.in&tion-(haV-ing-.received--8-l--percent--of--thf:lir-appointJ1J.~nts--thrpiJ~h-i:i~flmina=-----~ 

tion)~ Minority managers (both sexes cpmpined) appegr to rec~ive many fewer of 

their total. iq:ipo:i.nt:ments th,rpµgh ~xaminati.pn (approximi:1:tel:y 50 P,@t'IJ~nt). 

"&ecause of the smal-1 sub$ample ~ minqrity m~1).es ~md f ewal.~1-;1 p,a1lnot pe anal.y"'ed 

:independently to determinf3 separate rncg/se~ variatipn, 

Fµture research on the impact of these two d:i.13tiP.!lt c?Lreer pr,o,µmtional. 

types is warranted, The method o:I: adv~ncement mi.lY be relfl:tt3d not only to E!ex. 

and rac~/ ethnic Hy,. but may be rel.!:!-ted to oc;cuJrnt:ion<:1.:\, typ~i:i. It /:!Jl'io Tili:lY 

predict the pace of cErreer advancement and the typijs. of pP.siHmi.s to wh:f.Ph one 

has access. 

Cpnc:\.usiqp. 

In E=Jumwary, our anal.Y$is of 4 l4 indivi¢1uah whm~e mAst r~cent promotion was 

received through one of the three types of Traditional E~a~in~tiPm it~t ~ppotnt~ 

wen ts led to three waj or <::onclusicma.~ 

First,. white malea were most lils,ely to be prpmoteq tln:-ou~h ~~~min.,q:ions 

with the narrowest definition of el-i~ibi:UtY to compete, They were foll.wed hY 

min!;rr:!.ty males,. white feinales and win{lrity f ~mal.es ~ in that order, Sec1c:rr,d ano, 

conversely, fomal.lils and minority men p,romot1:1cl th+ou&h ex.mnipatio.ns de\lend 
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heavily on examinations with much broader eligibility criteria than do white 

men. 

Finally, there does appear to be a typology of career history appointments. 

Some managers receive the majority of their appointments throughout their career 

through examination list appointments. Another group of managers seems to 

receive the largest number of their appointments through the non-permanent 

mechanisms of provisional and temporary appointments. 
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VI. ADMINISTRATIVE TRANSFER 

Promotion through Administrative Transfer constitutes the third largest 

category of promotions in this study, following promotion through Non-list and 

Traditional Examination processes. Although it is the th:i.rd largest category, 

it is much smaller than the first two, representing only 3.3% of all promotions 

under study. 

Eligibility for Administrative Transfer Promotions 

Transfer between administrative titles is made possible by section 52.6 of 

Civil Service Law. Such Administrative Transfers, or 52,6 Transfers as they are 

sometimes called, are possible in competitive class positions in six administra-

tive areas: personnel, budget, administrative/management analysis, records 

analysis, administrative research, and law. In addition, some managerial 

positions in the management confidential classification may be deemed appropri

ate for such transfer if they report to a high level person within their agency 

(e.g. to a Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner) and are involved in formulating 
23 or interpreting policy. 

To be eligible for an Administrative Transfer, an employee must be in an 

appropriate job title (there were 496 such titles as of October, 1981), be no 

more than two salary grades below that of the title to which transfer is sought, 

meet any education or certification requirements of the title to which transfer 

23This is according to New York State Department of Civil Service Memorandum 
#8-80, March 20, 1980. The management confidential classification encompasses 
those positions in which employees formulate policy, participate in collective 
bargai.ning negotiations on behalf of the State, or administer personnel 
functions. See §201 of the New York State Civil Service Law. 
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is sought, and have served at least one year in the title from which transfer is 

24 
i:;ought. Additional criteria which must be met include: there mu$t be no 

preferred list ir1 25 
existence; the candidate currently must be permanently 

appo:l.nted in State service; and transfers in the management category must have 

prior approval by the Assistant Director of Staffing Services at the Department 

of Civil Service. 

Differential Use of Administrative Transfer Promotions 

-------~------'0=--'f=--t=h=e=----=138_Lpromotions in ou_L:ti-Jl~--1 __ <!_1].al,y~_i_s_, 45 were mqde through___Aclmii:11....,· s°'--------

trative Transfer. As Table XXII indicates, the vast majotity of the 45 promo-

tions were obtained by wh:i.te males (L10 or 89 percent). White females obtained 

three Administrative Transfer promotions; minority employees ieceiyed two (one 

black female and one Hispanic male). It is interesting to not!:! that of these 

five promotions, four were in mental health related agencies in our sample. 

Sex and Race/Ethnic Segregation of .!\dministrative Transfer Titles 

The question naturally arises as to why so few femaie and/ or minority 

employees in our sample agencies received their most recent promotion through 

the Administrative Transfer process relative to white male.s. Female and minor

ity employees combined represent over 25 percent of our sample; yet received 

only 11 percent of the Administrat1.ve Transfer Promotions. To answer that 

24
This provision may be waived if the Director of Staffing Services in the 
Department of Civil Service detemines that the proposed transferee would not 
be gaining any unfair advantage over persons on an appropriate eligible list. 

25 
A preferred list exists when there ha:ve been lay-offs or demotions from a 
posit1.on or set of related positipns in the same jurisdictional class. 
Individuals laid-off or demoted due to reduction in force or abolition of 
functions are placed on a preferred list for reappointment. See §81 of New 
York State Civil Service Lawi 
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TABLE XXII 

DISTRIBUTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE TRANSFERS 
BY SEX AND RACE/ETHNIC STATUS 

Percent 
Number of of All Average Change 

Administrative Admi.nistrative in 
Transfers Transfers Salary Grade 

40 88.9% 2.2 

3 6.7 2.7 

1 2.2 4,0* 

1 2.2 2.0* 

45 · 100.0% 

Average 
Salary Grade 

Promoted to 

27.4 

25.7 

27 .O* 

25.0* 

*Mean Change and Average Salary Grade simply reflects the record of the single 
case. 

question we obtained a complete list of all job titles eligible for transfer 

26 under Section 52,6 of Civil Service Law. To avoid confusion, the reader must 

keep in mind the distinction between titles and positions or incumbents, Each 

title can represent any number of positions (jobs) and therefore any number of 

incumbents (employees). Thus, while there were 496 titles eligible for Adminis

trative Transfer, they encompassed 3,429 positions/incumbents. 

Table XXIII provides a breakdown of the sex and race/ethnic composition of 

all titles eligible for Administrative Transfer combined. While there are a 

significant proportion of women in these titles (approximately 21 percent of the 

incumbents), these are primarily white women. The proportion of positions 

fHled by minorities (both male and female) is quite small (5 percent). The 

26
The most current list available was compiled by the Department of C1.vil 
Service as of October, 1981. 
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smaller proportion of women and minorities in the titles considered eligible for 

this type of promotion compared to the sample may, in part, explain their 

smaller proportion of Administrative Transfer promotions. However, the 

difference between what we would have expected and what we observed remains too 

disparate especially in the case of women, for this explanation to completely 

satisfy our concern. 

TABLE XXIII 

SEX AND RACE/ETHNIC COMPOSITION 
OF ALL TITLES ELIGIBLE FOR ADMINISTRATIVE TRANSFER 

Incumbents of 
Titles Eligible 
for Administrative 
Transfer 

Percent of Incum
bents EU.gible 

Proportion of Sample 
Who Received Most 
Recent Promotion 
Through Administra
tive Transfer 

Males 

2692 

79% 

91% 

*Represents only two cases 

Females 

737 

21% 

9% 

White Minorities 

3274 155 

95% 5% 

96% 4%* 

Total 

3429 

100% 

100% 

To investigate further the eligible titles were disaggregated. Separate 

analyses were done for titles for only one incumbent and for those with multiple 

incumbents. We found that both types of titles are white and male dominated. 

Table XXIV documents male predominance in the multiple incumbent job titles 

eligible for Admi.nistratlve Transfer. Table XXV demonstrates the white domi-· 

nance in these titles. Table XXVI documents that single incumbency titles also 

have relatively few female or minority incumbents. 
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TABLE XXIV 

DISTRIBUTION OF JOB TITLES AND INCUMBENTS ELIGIBLE FOR 
ADMINISTRATIVE TRANSFER BY SEXUAL COMPOSITION OF INCUMBENT GROUP 

Percent Female Incumbents in Job Titles 

0% 1-10% 11-30% 31-70% 71-100% Total 

Number of 88 10 58 51 8 215 
Job Titles 

Percent 41% 5% 27% 24% 3% 100% 
(rounded) 
----- - -------- - --- ---- - - - - - --------- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - --- --

Number of 417 318 1221 1162 30 3148 
People 
Employed 
in 1'hose 
Job Titles 

Percent 13% 10% 39% 37% 1% 100% 
(rounded) 

Number of 0 24 242 405 28 699 
Females 
Employed 
in Those 
Job Titles 

Percent 0% 3% 35% 58% 4% 100% 
(rounded) 

Average, 5 32 21 23 4 
Number of 
People in 
Each Title 

To review the situation for women i.n multiple incumbent titles, we begin at 

the top of Table XXIV. Lines one and two document the virtual absence of women 

from most of the tHles eligible for AdminJstrative Transfer. In fact, 41 

percent of all titles eligible have no women in them at all. Approximately 73 

percent of all titles are male dominated (30 percent or less female incumbents), 

-----
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while only 3 percent of the titles are female dominated (more than 70 percent 

female incumbents). Only 2lt percent of all titles eligible for Administratj_ve 

Transfer are sex integrated, filled 31 percent to 70 percent by either men or 

women. 

Lines three and four demonstrate that male-dominated titles encompass the 

majority (62 percent) of a11 positions eligible for Administrative Transfer. 

Compare this to the eight titles which have a high proportion of fen11:\le inct1m

bents (over 70 percent female). These contain only 1 percent of all of the 

positions eligible for transfer under Section 52. 6. Important to note is that 

sex integrated titles represent 37 percent of all positions. 

The titles elig:1.ble for Administrati.ve Transfer then are highly sex segre

gated. Even withi.n what is a relatively fixed set of administrative. titles, 

among which transfer is expected to be free flowing, we find sex segregat:lon of 

job titles, We would expect such an open structured transfer system to cre;1te a 

more integrated workforce -- at least among those who are eliglble. Yet, 

although 21 percent of those in positions eHgi.ble for Administrati.ve Transfer 

are female, women are not well integrated across tttles but tend to be concen

trated in about one quarter of the eligible titles. 

The figures for minority group members are also striking. As Table XXV 

demonstrates, 72 percent of the 154 titles eligible for Administrative Transfer 

do not have even one racial or ethnic minority employee. Although minority 

employees make up almost 10 percent of the managerial competitive class, fully 

79 percent of the titles eligible for Administrative Transfer have 5 percent or 

less minority incumbents. Only 27 (13 percent) of the titles eligible could be 

considered integrated, with 6-20 percent minority incumbents. Eighteen titles 

(8 percent) have disproportionately high minority incumbencies. However, these 
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titles encompass very few jobs. In all likelihood, they are two to four incum

bent titles, where at least one is a minority, 

As in the case with women, as the proportion of the minority incumbents 

rises, the total number of people employed in that category of titles declines. 

For instance, there are 2458 people employed in titles which have O - 5 percent 

minority incumbents, representing 78 percent of all those employed in titles 

eligible for Administrative Transfer. The 27 titles we might consider racially 

and ethnically integrated (6-20 percent minority incumbents) represent only 19 

------ --per-cent-of- -al-1. -pos-i-t-ci.ons--el-i-gi-ble--. - '1'-he -1-5 -ti-tles-w-ith some-over-representation

of minority incumbents (filled over 30 percent by minorities) represent only 2 

percent of all eligible positions. 

Also as in the case of female intensive administrative job titles, the most 

minority intensive administrative job titles (those with over 31 percent minor

ity incumbents) have very small numbers of positions. The average size is four 

positions. Compare this to the white dominated or the integrated titles, which 

have an average of 20 to 8Lr positions per title. 

Minori.ty managers as a group, like women, are not well integrated into the 

system of Administrative Transfer. Part of this is undoubtedly due to the fact 

that minority managers represent only 4 percent of those in titles considered 

eligible for Admi.nistrative Transfer; therefore they simply are not present in 

any large numbers. However, even where they are present, their distribution 

among titles i.s sharply skewed. 

Ffoally, Table XXVI presents the distribution of employees among single 

incumbent titles eligible for Administrative Transfer. Of the 281 such titles 

with only one incumbent, 238 (85 percent) are held by white males. The remain

ing 15 percent is split up among white females (12 percent), minority males (2 

percent) and minority females (1 percent). Therefore, like in multiple 
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incumbent titles, single incumbent titles eligible for Administrative Tran(3f er 

are overwhelmingly likely to be held by white males. 

TABLE XXV 

DISTRIBU'J,'ION OF JOB TITLES AND INCUMBENTS ELIGIBLE FOR 
ADMINISTRATIVE TRANSFER BY RACIAL/ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF INCUMBENT GROUP 

Percent Minority Incumbents in Job Titles 

0% 1-5% 6-10% 11-20% 21~·30% 31-50% Ov~r ,20% T_otal 

Number of 154 16 10 17 3 10 5 215 
Job Titles 

Percent 72% 7% 5% 8% 1% 5% 2% 100% 
(rounded) 

Number of 1120 1338 261 344 29 36 20 3148 
People 
Employed 
in Those 
Job Titles 

Percent 36% 42% 8% 11% 1% 1% 1% 100% 
(rounded) 

Number of 0 39 19 46 7 16 1.9 146 
¾inorities 
Employed in 
Those Job 
Titles 

Percent 0% 27% 13% 31% 5% 11% 13% 100% 
(rounded) 

Average 21 8lf 26 20 10 4 4 
Total Number 
of People in 
Each Title 
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TABLE XXVI 

DISTRIBUTION OF SINGLE INCUMBENT TITLES ELIGIBLE FOR 
ADMINISTRATIVE TRANSFER BY SEX AND RACE/ETHNIC STATUS OF THE INCUMBENT 

White White Minority Minority 
Male Female Male Female 
Incumbent Incumbent Incumbent Incumbent 

Job Titles 238 34 5 4 

Percent 85% 12% 2% 1% 

Total 

281 

100% 

- - - ~1'-he- -sex--and-- -:rnG.e-/-e-t-hnie- --seg:r-egat-ton-of -job- -t i-t-les -i-s -str-iking- -and--unex- - -

plainable by these data. Possible hypotheses for future research include: 

(1) the titles were even more segregated previously, therefore what we have 

captured at this one point in time may be only a step in the integration pro

cess; or (2) even when the structure appears to provide access to new groups, 

individuals still have some discretion and that discretion may be used to 

maintain the sex and race/ethnicity status quo. 

Altering the Pattern of Disparate Use 

Altering the disparate use of Administrative Transfer by sex and/or race/ 

ethnic group could involve two simultaneous changes. First, additional jobs in 

which women and minority men are more heavily represented and which involve 

substantial administrative or managerial work could be ldentified and added to 

the list of eHgible t:i.tles. This would give more women and minority men access 

to promotion through Admi.nistrative Transfer. Moreover, it would facilitate 

greater sex and race integration of particular job titles which have histori

cally been white male dominated. Assuming that the discretion of individual 

appointing authorities was not directed toward maintaining the status quo, women 

and minority men who gained access to the Administrative Transfer system could 
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eventually move into the currently white and male dominated titles. From middle 

level Adm:i.nistrative Transfer positions, employees have great latitude in moving 

up the promotional ladder in State service. 

The second recommendation to resolve the disparate impact of the current 

system of Administrative Transfers is to practice affirmat:i.ve action. It is not 

clear that simply having access to Administrat:i.ve Transfer, as recommended 

above, is enough. The distribution of women and minority men currently eligible 

leads us to conclude that additional affirmative action efforts to integrate the 

------~worls..fo.1'.'.~~ are also necesS.!!IY• Affirmative action _efforts could _be ... directed 

toward appointing women and minority men into those majority male-dominated 

titles already designated as appropriate for Administrative Transfer. 

Thus, together these two strategies would ensure that titles with large 

numbers of women and minority men are considered for inclusion in the Adminis

trative Transfer process and that women and minority men are appointed to the 

male dominated titles already included. The objective of such efforts is to get 

women and/or minorities into and spread across the system, a system of real 

opportunity, which has here-to-fore worked very well to promote the careers of 

non-minority males in large numbers. 

Conclusion 

In summary, white males in our sample were clearly the most likely group to 

have obtained their most recent promotions through Administrative Transfer. 

White females and minority managers of both sexes were much less likely to 

receive their most recent promotion through that route. In an attempt to find 

out why that was the case, analysis was conducted on all the job titles eligible 

for transfer under Section 52. 6 of New York State Civil Service Law. lt was 

determined that white males dominated those job titles, The average proportion 
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of males in multiple incumbent job categories was approximately 81 percent; the 

average proportion of whites 1.n such job titles was approxi.mately 94 percent. 

The job titles which have a large number of incumbents tend to be white and male 

dominated. Those eligible titles with larger proportions of females and minor

ittes tended to have a much smaller number of incumbents. 

In addition to documenting the disparate use of Administrative Transfer 

Promotions and the sex and race/ ethnic segregation within the Administrative 

Transfer system, recommendations for altering the situation were made. They 

~ include .. increasing~ eligiblity~~to~ ~in.clu.de~ more .. titles ~where .. women~ and minority~~ 

men currently are employed and practicing affirmative action to better integrate 

titles which are already eligible for Admi.nistrative Transfer. 
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VII. NON-COMPETITIVE PROMOTIONS 

Non-competitive Promotions can occur when there are no more than three 

persons eligible for a promotion to a competitive class title or when no more 

than three persons file an application to take a promotional examination as 

authorized by Civil Service Law, Section 52. 7. In such cases, the appointing 

authority may nominate one of the eligible individuals for a Non-competitive 

Promotion. Upon passing an appropriate non-competitive examination or 

____ demonstrating- -t-hat- -she-/he -has- pr-ev-:f:ous-1-y--passed- an- examinati·on- -appru-pria-:-te -1:0 

the duties and responsibiHties of the new position, the individual may be 

permanently appointed. Non-·competitive Promotions are among the promotional 

mechanisms providing the most managerial flexibility in making an appointment. 

Analysis of Promotions 

In our sample, only seven individuals received their most recent promotion 

through a Non-competitive Promotion. Six of these were white males, one was a 

white female. All of these appointments involved positions in the lower range 

of managerial salary grades, from grade 23 to 29. They occurred in various job 

titles, in six different agencies. 

A route which yielded such a small number of promotions would normally be 

included in the following chapter coveri.ng all of the least frequently used 

routes. However, this chapter is included separately because of the special 

findings concerning this most flexible of promoti.onal routes. 

At first the small number of cases where one's most recent promotion 

occurred through a Non-competitive Promotion was surprising. When initial 

investigation was done using all of the most recent transactions on personnel 
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27 found 54 Non-competitive Promotion appointments• 

then, we expected to have 54 promotions in this analysis. 

By definition 

However, when 

analysis included only those transactions which actually resulted in promotions, 

only seven Non-competitive Promotions were found. How could this be the case? 

It appears to be a contradiction in terms to suggest that the wajority of 

Non-competitive Promotions did not result in promotions at all. 

TABLE XXVII 

NON-COMPETITIVE PROMOTIONS 

Grade N'4mber pf 
Minority Protlloted Salary Grpdes 

Case Number Sex Status To Promote£! 

178 Male Non-minority 23 4 

980 Male Non-minority 25 (61)* 2 

1459 Male Non-minority 27 4 

1876 Male Non-minority 27 2 

2406 Male Non-minority 29 (63)* 4 

7079 Male Non-minority 27 (62)* 4 

7102 Female Non-minority 23 1 

,',Salary grades between 61 and 68 are management confidential grades and are 
converted to their salary equi.valent grades 23-38 for purposes of analytic 
comparison. 

27 
This part of the analysis included the 3095 cases which met all of the 
criteria of this sample, except that their last transaction only had to be of 
a category which could produce a promotion. Later analysis were restricteq to 
1381 actual promotions. 
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In this chapter we will examine the seven Non-competitive Promotlons which 

were in fact promotions. Then we will explore the Non-competitive Promotions 

which were not promotions to attempt to explain how that might occur. 

Our first observation concerning the seven promotions i.s the virtual 

absence of minority employees. (See Table XXVIII). Not one minority employee 

in this sample received her/his most recent promotion through a Non-competitive 

Promotion. One possible explanation for this could be that Non-competitive 

Promotions are used in very select situations where the numbers of incumbents in 

__ the_ eligible_ job_titles_ are _extremel:y:-small.-- _If-this-is-so, -t-he- -t'e-lat-ively

smal] numbers of minority managers present in salary grades 23 and above (12. 5 

percent) and the relative sexual and racial segregation of occupations and 

career ladders could lead to the prediction that minority employees would not 

likely be employed in these very small incumbency job titles from which candi-

dates for Non-competitive Promotions are drawn. Sim:i.larly, since only one 

female received a Non-competitive Promotion, we might expect that women were not 

present :l.n the t:l.tles from which Non-competitive Promotions were made. 

In fact, when we reviewed the job titles from which the seven candidates 

were selected for Non-competitive Promotions, we found that these were titles 

wlth relatively few mtnority employees. Only one had more than 10 percent 

minority incumbents. However, four of the seven titles had over 10 percent 

female incumbents, two over 20 percent. (Refer to Table XXVIII.) Our 

hypotheses were only partly confirmed: minority employees were not found in 

large numbers in the job titles from which these Non-competitive Promotions had 

been made. However, women were present in larger numbers. 

On a related theme, we had expected that Non-competitive Promotions would 

most likely be made at the highest levels of civil service, where there are job 

titles with few incumbents and eligibility requirements are so constrained 



Title Promoted 
From 

.. 

lo 

l. Assistant Mechanical i 

Conscruction Engine.er 
I 

2. Assistant Director of 
Social Services Agen~y 

I 

3. Associate Admitii&trat:iv:e 
Analyst ' 

4. Assistant DiTecto1: of 
Personnel B 1 

5. Assistant Supertnt.endent 
.of Jones Beach State ::park 

. I 

6. Associate Budget Analyst 
I 

7. i:hief Accounting Cletk 

TABLE XXVIII 
l'ITL'ES FROM WRICH RECU'lENTS OF NON-COMPETITIVE PROMOTIONS WERE DRAWN, 

. ,• . . AS QP DECMER, 1980 . 

Numbe1: of 
Incumbents 

15 

** 

91 

19 

1 

6.0 

23 

Average 
Number of 
Incumbents,_ 

42 

To,tal 
Incumbents:* 

208 

P.ercent: 

~ 

0 

16.5% 

26.3 

0 

13.3 

43.5 

Av,e.rage 
':P,ercen"t ~· 

1-S.l:% 

Total 
Female 
Iru:.U:m-
_ben:ts* 

38 

Percent 
.Mlnoritv 

13.3% 

2.2 

0 

0 

5 •. 0 

4,3 

Avera;ge 
l'erc.e:n,t 
tlinoi.-itvi< 

3.8% 

total 
Minority 
Incum-
~ 

8 

Title NumbeT of. Percent 
Promoted to Iticumettts ~ 

Senior Mechanical 
Conscruction Engineer. 6 0% 

Director Social Services 
A,gency l 0 

DirectoT Administrative 
Anal.yst 2 · 2 50.0 

Agency Labor Relations 
ltepr.esent:i1ct:ive 3 10 20,0 

Superintendent of .Jones 
~each State Park 1 0 

Chief Budget Analyst 22 9.1 

finance Officq 8 12.5 

* ·E·xccludes single and z~ro incumbents :t.:L'tles. 

Percent 
Minor-itI 

0% 

0 

0 

10 

0 

0 

0 

** TheTe Yer,e no incumbeftt·s in December, 1980, indica.ting that the ,person pr.emoted p;robalily had bel!n the only incumbent. 

Number of 
Salary Grades 

Promoted 

4 

2 

4 

2 

\0 

4 00 

4 

l 
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that few people could possibly meet them, Instead, we found that the Non-

competitive Promotions occurred at the lower to middle salary grades (grades 23 

to 29). Furthermore, the number of incumbents in positions which would make 

them eligible to compete was not so small. Note the third and sixth lines on 

Table XXVIII: Promotions to Director, Administrative Analyst 2 and Chief Budget 

Analyst. It is difficult to imagine in cases where there are 60 Associate 

Budget Analysts or 91 Associate Administrative Analysts, as there were when 

these appointments were made, that there were not more than three candidates 

interested 5n~ a~promo~tion. ~ ~YeL, .the~.ty.p.e~.of ~Pr.omotion that was~ made~ indicated~~ .. ~ ~ ~ . 

h l . h 28 tat t11s waste case. 

In summary, while the number of Non-competitive Promotions was low, the 

trend is clear: Non-competitive Promotions almost exclusively were used to 

promote white males. In addition, contrary to our expectations, these 

promotions (five out of seven of these promotions) were obtained by incumbents 

of relatively large job titles. 

Analysis of Non-Promotions 

During the analysis, at the point at which we first realized that a very 

low proportion of those transactions labelled Non-competitive Promotions actu

ally resulted in promotions at all, we looked carefully on a case-by-case basis 

to find out why this was so. The primary answer is -- because the vast majority 

of those who are permanently appointed to a title via the Non-competitive 

28
such discussion is slightly speculative, since we do not have access to the 
examination announcements and to information concerning what additional 
eligibility criteria might have been,' However, the point remains, In fact, 
since additional criteria mean that fewer people are eligible to compete, 
anecdotal data suggests that at times these criteria are added specifically in 
order to reduce the eligible pool so that a pre-chosen candidate has a good 
chance of getting the job, 



TABLE XXXIX 
AGENCY DIFFERENCES IN THE USE OF PROVISIONAL APPOINTMENTS PRIOR TO NON-COMPETITIVE PROMOTION, 

AS OF NOVEMBER, 1980, SALARY GRADES 23-68 

Agency 

Total 
Non-competitive 

Promotions (NCP's) 

Division of Budget 1 1 
Office of General sJrvices 12 
State Board of Equalize-

tion & Assessment ! 4 
Office of Aging 0 
Division of Criminal 

Justice Services 1 
State Energy Office~ 1 
Department of Audi~ 

& Control I 6 
Department of 

Agriculture & Mariets 5 
Department of Education 9 
Department of Taxation 

& Finance 1 2 
Department of Co:mme:tc.e 1 
Department of Parks : 

& Recreation 7 
Office of Mental HeAlth 3 
Office of Me:ntal Retardation 

& Developmental Disabiliti.es 0 
Division of Alcoholism 

& Alcohol Abuse 1 
Department of Substance Abuse 

Services -- Centn:i,l Admin.is-
tration & Sup-port! 1 

- I 

I 
54 TOTALS I 

* Data not available as of 1980. 
*·* Tied scores. 

I 

Provisional 
Appointments 

Converted Through 
Non-competitive 

Promotions 

0 
9 

4 
-
1 
1 

5 

5 
5 

2 
l 

3 
2 

-

1 

l 

~ 

Percent of NCP's 
Received by the 
Conversion of 
Provisional 

App.ointments 

0% 
75 

100 
---

100 
100 

83 

100 
56 

100 
100 

43 
63 

---

100 

100 

74% 

Sample Rank 
Overall Size 

of Agency 

13 
6 

11 
15 

9 
14 

7 

8 
5 

3 
12 

4 
l 

2 

* 

10 

Sample Rank 
Proportion of 

Agency Employees 
Salary Grades 

23 & Above 

1 
10** 

2 
5 

9 
6 

8 

13 
7 

10** 
4 

15 
12 

14 

* 

3 

Sample Rank 
Proportion 

Agency Employees 
Female 

9 
12 

11 
6 

2 
10 

7 

13 
4 

5 
8 

14 
3 

1 

* 

* 

Sample Rank 
Proportion 

Agency Employees 
Minoritv 

12 
3 

14 
5 

8** 
10 

8** I-' 
0 
0 

13 
6 

7 
4 

11 
1 

2 

* 

* 
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Promotion have already been in that title provisionally. The actual promotion, 

the positive change in salary grade, occurred with a provisional appointment. 

For our analysis then, the Non-list Promotion would have been the most recent 

promotion selected for inclusion in the sample. When the Non-competitive 

Promotion was added to the transaction record, it did not appear as a promotion 

at all. It merely converted the provisional appointment to a permanent one. 

We examined 3095 cases in the competitive class for whom the last trans

action could have been a promotion. There were 54 Non-competitive Promotions • 

... Of. those,. 39~ /72.~p.er.centL.previously ~had. been .. appointed ~to ~the. title prov.i~ ~ .. 

sionally. Of those 39, 36 (92 percent) had been appointed "provisional pending 

examination," indicating that there had been the expectation that an examination 

would be given and a permanent appointment made from the examination list. 

Apparently this never occurred. 

The reader may recall in the earlier discussion of Non-list Promotions that 

there appeared to be no significant differences in the allocation of provisional 

and temporary promotions to various sex and race/ethnic groups. Yet, it was 

suggested that there might be si.gnificant differences in the way these appoint

ments are handled later in the process. This finding presents one such 

difference. 

Here we find alarming differences in how provisional promotions are termin

ated: for non-minority men more than for any other group provisional promotions 

are made permanent through this non-competitive mechanism. Recall that of the 

seven Non-competitive Promotions which represented actual promotions, six were 

received by white men. Similarly, of the 36 provisional promotions later made' 

permanent through the Non-competitive Promotion mechanism, 33 were received by 

white men. Only three (8.3 percent) conversions were received by white women 
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and none were received by minority persons of either sex. These findings rein

force what we suggested earlier -- that the unequal outcomes of institutional 

discrimination are not always surface phenomenon, but often must be searched for 

in the many layers of policy, procedure, and practice. 

Further analysis reveals that the average length of these provisional 

appointments prior to their conversion through Non-competitive Promotion was 11 

months, This average length differed for white men and white women. For the 33 

men, the appointments averaged 11 .1 months. For the three white women, the 

average length of provisional appointment was longer: 13.6 months. 

In summary, while there were 39 Non-competitive Promotions in our sample 

which converted provisional promotions to permanent ones, these were 

overwhelmingly obtained by white men. Only three were received by white women 

and none were received by minority managers of either sex, 

Conclusion 

Non-competitive Promotion is one of the mechanisms which give managers 

large amounts of flexibility in making appointments. Although the frequency of 

promotion through Non-competitive Promot1.on is generally low, this mechanism is 

µsed somewhat regularly to convert provisional promotions into permanent 

iippointments. 

It has often been argued that in.creasing managerial flexibility would 

increase affirmative action efforts: that affirmative action is difficµlt to 

carry out because the civil service system is so rigid. Yet, as we noted in 

this analysis, inqreased managerial flexibility resulted in 43 Non-competitive 

Promotion appointments: 36 converting provisional promotions to permanent ones 

and seven permanent' promotions. Of these, 39 (89 percent) were obtained by 

white men; only 4 (11 percent) were obtained by white women. None were used to 
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appoint minority employees of either sex, These findings raise questions about 

the relationship between managerial flexibility and the progress of women and 

minority men in the public sector, 

Several explanations for this apparent unequal outcome seem possible. 

Perhaps, as with managerial examinations in general, women and minority men 

29 simply are not in the right titles to be eligible for promotion. However, 

this chapter provided data which indicated that in the five titles with more 

than one incumbent from which Non-competitive Promotions were made, women 

This means that there were probably some women and minority men from which to 

choose when making these non-competitive appointments. 

Another possible explanation for why women and minority men have not 

received larger numbers of these promotions lies in the social-psychology of 

selection preference, Even if there are women and minority men to choose from, 

perhaps managers still prefer to appoint the traditional candidate -- a white 

male. If this were the case, the result might be due to a combination of 

institutional and individual discrimination. Institutional discrimination may 

play a part through its role in developing structures which allow for and 

sometimes even encourage societal values which promote unequal outcomes for 

groups of women and minority men vis-a-vis white men. Individual discrimination 

may play a part through the personal decisions and the individual acts which 

continue to inhibit the full participation of individual women and minority men. 

Although we are not currently able to examine either of these two possible 

explanations in any more depth, it is clear that future research is needed to 

2 9 
See Haignere, Chertos, and Steinberg, "Managerial Promotions in the Public 
Sector: The Impact of Eligibility Requirements on Women and Minorities," 
Center for Women in Government, Working Paper 7, 1982. 
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determirte the relative contributions of such causes ih order to fully understand 

the prbcess by which women and mirtod.ty men are largely left out of these 

promotional bpportuniUes. 
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VIII. LESS FREQUENTLY USED ROUTES OF PROMOTION 

Of the eleven routes of promotion being considered in this report, eight 

were used for the most recent promotion of less than 1 percent of our sample. 

This led to extremely small numbers of employees in each category, and there

fore, an inability to analyze each route independently. 

Presentation of each of these routes and their use by sex and/or race/ 

__ ethnic _ status _is _ found _ in -Table XXIX.- - Note- _fi.rst, -the. v-i:r-tual -absence- -bf - -

minority people promoted through any of these means. Only one Hispanic man in 

the Office of Mental Retardat:lon and Developmental Disabilities was promoted. 

Otherwise, all recipients of promotions through these eight routes were majority 

employees. 

percent). 

Further, of the 39 promotions, white males received 30 (76.9 

These infrequently used routes of promotion provide unique opportunities 

for advancement. They are non-competitive or competitive only on a very limited 

basis. If they were used without sex or race considerations, we would expect 

these opportunities, in the aggregate, to be distributed fairly much as the 

sample is distributed, However, as we note on Table XXIX, that i.s not the case, 

Further, the flexibility inherent in these types of promotions offers 

unique opportunities to practice affirmative action. If increased managerial 

discretion were to be used toward that end, we would expect even higher propor

tions of these opportunities for promotion to be used to benefit underrepre

sented groups; we might expect the promoti.ons to be distributed among sex and/or 

race/ethnicity groups nearer to the distribution of the New York State work-

force. Clearly, that is not the case. Rather, we find that as managerial 

discretion increases through the use of certain promotional mechanisms, the 

benefits go disproportionately to white males, 
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TABLE XXX 

DISTRIBUTION OF PROMOTIONS THROUGH VARIOUS LOW FREQUENCY ROUTES* 
BY SEX AND RACE/ETHNIC STATUS 

Route of Promotion 

Structural Change 

Reinstatement Within 
One Year 

Non-competitive 
Promotion 

Regular Transfer 

Non-competitive 
Open-competitive 
Promotion 

Non-competitive 
Qualifying 
Promotion 

Reallocation 

Jurisdictional 
Classification 

Total 

Distribution of 
Sample 

-- --- -DfstribuTion- o-f New 
York State Com
petitive Class 
Workforce Salary 
Grades 23-68, as 
of 12/31/80** 

White 
Males 

9 

6 

6 

2 

2 

2 

1 

2 

30 

76.9% 

70.3% 

-74.7%-

Sex and Race/Ethnic Status 

White 
Females 

1 

2 

1 

2 

2 

0 

0 

0 

8 

20.5% 

23.7% 

--- -is.-6%- -- -

Minority 
Males 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

2.6% 

3.3% 

-- -6-~ 2% 

Minority 
Females 

- -

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0% 

2.7% 

-3.5% ___ 

Total 

10 

8 

7 

4 

4 

2 

2 

2 

39 

100% 

100% 

----100% 

*All those routes represented on this table were used for promotion by fewer 
than 14 people (less than 1 percent) of our sample of 1381 cases, 

**Includes physicians and dentists. 
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With the exception of Non-competitive Promotions which were covered in the 

previous chapter, each of these routes will be discussed individually in the 

order of their frequency of use. The reader is advised, however, that because 

the numbers of promotions through each specific route are so small, it may be 

inappropriate to generalize beyond them. 

Promotions Through Structural Change 

A Structural Change code is used to indicate that an employee has changed 

--;"job ti-t-les -when- an- en ti-re-job -se-r-ies- is-transformed-into-a- new -ti-t-le- se-ries. - A

Structural Change may or may not involve a positive change in salary grade, 

i.e., a promotion. 

TABLE XXXI 

PROMOTIONS THROUGH STRUCTURAL CHANGE 

SALARY GRADE NUMBER OF 
TO WHICH SALARY GRADES RACE/ETHNIC 

CASE PROMOTED PROMOTED STATUS SEX 

2441 27 2 White Male 

2505 27 2 White Male 

2548 23 5 White Male 

2703 23 5 White Male 

3903 27 2 White Male 

4427 25 2 White Male 

6008 27 2 White Male 

6051 25 3 White Male 

6176 25 3 White Female 

6871 25 3 White Male 
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In th:ls analysis, ten promotions were made through a Structural Change. 

Only one of the ten promotions belonged to a white female, while nine of the ten 

promotions belonged to white males. (See Table XXXI.) Not one minority 

employee in this sample received her/hi.s most recent promotion through this 

route. 

It is also interesting to note that promotions through Structural Change 

are more likely to involve positions at lower managerial salary grade levels 

(ranging from 23 to 27). In addition, the majority (8 out of 10) ir1volved a 

cluster of job titles in the mental health agencies. 

Promotion Through Reinstatement Within One Year 

Reinstatement Within One Year is intended to allow a State employee to 

return to her/his previous posi.tion or a comparable one for which she/he had 

been eligible for transfer or reassignment in State service within one year of a 

resignation or voluntary demotion. In fact, however, we have been told infor

mally that thh mechanism also previously had been used when an employee desired 

a leave for a provisional appointment or a transfer to another agency. 

Although the transfer rules have changed since these data were drawn, at 

the time of this study in order for an employee to transfer between agencies, 

both agencies -- the current employing agency and the new agency --- had to agree 

to the transfer. A problem resulted whenever an employee wished to transfer to 

a new agency and managers in the current employing agency refused to agree to 

the desired move. This greatly restricted employee mobility. However, with some 

prior informal agreements, an employee in such a situation could resign from 

State service in the current employing agency and be reinstate.cl in State service 

by the new appointing agency the next day. Thus, Reinstatement Within One Year 

could be used effectively as a transfer mechanism. However, we found that all 

promotional reinstatements occurred within rather than between agencies, 
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Those who received their most recent promot:1.on through a Reinstatement 

within One Year were all white, two were female and six were male. Once again, 

we find~ minority employees promoted through this route. (See Table XXXII.) 

It is interesting to note that for six of the eight promotions, the 

employees previously either had taken voluntary demotions or had taken leaves 

and then been reinstated to positions at lower salary grade levels. The later 

reinstatment promotions, in effect, brought these employees up to a salary grade 

they had attained prior to the voluntary demotion or leave. For only two cases 

- -were -these-re-instate.ments- 1ceal- promotions- t-o- sa-1-ary grades higher -than -otherwi-se - -

had been achieved. 

Two other noteworthy patterns emerge. First, promotional reinstatements 

occurred in the lower two-thirds of managerial salary grades. Second, most of 

the promotions i.nvolved promotions of~ than two salary grades. 

TABLE XXXII 

PROMOTIONS THROUGH REINSTATEMENT WITHIN ONE YEAR 

SALARY NUMBER OF 
GRADE TO SALARY GRADES RACE/ETHNIC 

CASE WHICH PROMOTED PROMOTED STATUS SEX 

1472 23 5 White Female 

1479 25 1 White Male 

2184 23 5 White Male 

2961 27 4 White Male 

3348 23 2 White Male 

Li888 33 4 White Female 

5636 23 2 White Male 

6065 33 10 White Male 
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Promotion Through Regular Transfers 

Regular Transfers are authorized under Civil Service Law, Section 70. 1; 

hence within State service they are often called "70.1 transfers." Such trans

fers can occur between two positions where duties, minimum required qualifica-

tions, and examinations are similar. It is this similarity between, two 

positions rather than an individual I s qualifications that determines whether a 

Regular Transfer is appropriate. 

Several additional criteria are applied in order to determine if a Regular 

T f . i t Th t b i t. f d · 1' · t 30 rans er is appropr a e. ere mus e no ex s 1ng pre erre appointment is 

and no existing department promotion list for the title, 31 A candidate for a 

Regular Transfer must currently have a permanent appointment in New York State 

service and have served permanently in a position for at least one year, unless 

the candidate's score would be reachable on the examination list for the title 
32 to which transfer is sought, The titles must be of "similar grade," although 

small grade change is possible given the appropriateness of the title change. 

In our satnple, only four people received their most recent promotion 

through a Regular Transfer. The far more common situation i.s for such transfers 

30 Under Section 81 of the New York State Civil Service Law, a preferred list 
occurs when there have been lay-offs or demotions from a position or set of 
related positions. Names of individuals laid-off or demoted due to reduction 
in force or abolition of function are placed on a preferred list for reap
pointment. However, transfer in the face of a preferred list is allowed if 
the position being vacated by the person transferring is immediately filled by 
the person who would have been in line on the preferred list to take the position-transferred to;---- -- - -- - - - - - - - --

31Those already working in the department who have passed an appropriate exam
ination for the title would have priority for appointment over anyone else who 
wanted a Regular Transfer into a position. 

32
The one year minimum service requirement may be waived by the Civil Service 
Department Director of Examination and Staffing Services if she/he determines 
that the transferee would not be gaining any undo advantage over persons on an 
appropriate eligible list. 
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to be lateral, without any change in salary grade. Of the four promotions, two 

:i.nvolved whi.te males and two involved white females. Again, none of these 

promotions was received by a minority employee in our sample. (Refer to Table 

XXXIII.) All but one promotion involved permanent movement from an entry-level 

managed.al position (salary grades 21 and 23), but they occurred in different 

job titles and i.n different agencies. 

TABLE XXXIII 

PROMOTIONS MADE THROUGH REGULAR TRANSFER 

Salary Number of 
Grade Salary Grade.s 

Case to Which in the Race/Ethnic 
Number Promoted Promotion Status Sex 

188 25 2 White Female 

4437 23 2 White Female 

5577 24 1 White Male 

5947 33 1 White Male 

Non-competitive Open Competitive Promotions 

If an open competitive examination fails to produce a list of at least 
. 

three candidates who have passed the exam and are willing to accept the appoint-

ment, the appointing authority may be permitted to nominate another individual 

f i i i i 33 .. or a non-compet t ve exam nat on. Upon passing the examination, the 

candidate may be permanently appointed to the position through a Non-competitive 

Open-competitive appointment. 

33The candidate nominated cannot have failed the examination which produced so 
few eligible acceptors. 
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Only four pebple in our sample received theit most tecent protiiotioh through 

the Non-competitive Open Competitive route. They wete ali ptoi.Ticited to the titie 

of Associate Psychologist in the satne agertcy. All were white~ two female and 

two male. Three of the four advanced two salary grades, from the Psychologist I 

title at salary grade 21, to Associate Psycholbgist ,t saiat~ ~tade 23. 

CASE 
NUMBER 

3663 

5067 

5338 

5757 

NEW 
SALARY. 

23 

23 

23 

23 

TABt,E xxxtv 

PROMOTIONS MADE TtlROtJGH NON-COMPETITIVE 
OPEN COMPETITIVE APPOINTMENTS 

NUMBER OF SALARY RACE/ETHNIC 
GRADE GRAbES PllOMOTED STA±tts 

2 White 

1 wh:i.te1 

2 white 

2 White 

sfux 

Femaie 

Male 

Fethaie 

MaH~ 

The remaining promotion involved seven saiary grades. The white maie who 

received this huge promotioh has an interesting case history :i.rt the Office of 

Mental Health. Among other unusual appointments, he was appbirtted non~ 

permanently from a salary gtade 16 Psychology Assisbiiit I!I position to an 

Associate Psychologist, saiary grade 23. Three weeks later he was teihstated to 

his pettnanerit Psychologist Assistant III appointfuertt. Ohe mortth after that~ ih 

· - -July - of --19"78 ,- --he- was- permanently promoted through-a- Non:;;..compeHtive - Opeir -

Competitive appointment to the Associate Psycholbgist title, at salary grad~ 23 

a promotion of seven salary grades. 

This case raises interesHrtg questions. To begih with~ we again find 

ourselves asking what advantage accrues to hoiders of temporary or ptovisiorial 

appointments, even for relatively short periods of time. Having the opportunity 
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to demonstrate competence in a position must be a valuable aid in gaining later 

opportunity to be permanently appointed to the position. It is only conjecture 

here, but it warrants further investigation. 

Further, it seems unlikely that a Psychology Assistant III at salary grade 

16 would be non-competitively promoted to Associate Psychologist at salary grade 

23 as a regular practice. There is an intermediary Psychologist I position at 

salary grade 21, and it seems most likely that Associate Psychologists would be 

drawn from that group -- for a promotion of two salary grades. Civil service 

_r~c9xde_ ind_;ie_at:e_ _t_h_at_ in D_e~_embe_r_,_ l 9_8J) _ (Qn~ _m_on_th _af_t_er our _dat_a_ wer_e_ drawn)_ 

there were 203 employees in the Psychologist I title. This was the title from 

which all of the other three Non-competitive Open Competitive Promotions were 

drawn. Of these 203 psychologists, 36 percent were female and 8 percent were 

minorities. In spite of these numbers, a white male candidate was promoted 

seven salary grades--from a grade 16 to a grade 23--above these 203 people 

currently working as Psychologist I's in salary grade 21. Since the purpose of 

the Non-competitive Open Competitive appointment is to enable the flexibility to 

make a permanent appointment only in the face of a small candi.date pool, such 

appointments as this seem potentially questionable. 

Non-competitive Qualifying Promotions 

Non-competitive Qualifying Promotions represent transfers and changes of 

title through a non-competi.tive examination. They are authorized under Civil 

Service Law, Section 70.4, and therefore are sometimes referred to as 11 70.4 

transfers." They are especially used for transfer to a different occupational 

area by those who have become qualified for other lines of work through further 

education or training. 
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There are several criteria which must be met in order for a Non-competitive 

Qualifying Promotion to be obtained, As with all transfers: (1) there must be 

no pref erred list in existence; and (2) the candidate must currently have a 

permanent State appointment. In addition, for a Non-competitive Qualifying 

Promotion: (3) there must be no adequate department promotion list in existence; 

(4) an open-competitive appointment from an examination list would be 

appropriate; (S) the candidate must currently meet the qualifications for the 

last open-competitive exam or anticipated future such exam; (6) the candidate 

did not fail this last exam; (7) the candidate has already passed an ,exam 

appropriate for the title to which transfer is sought; 34 (8) the candidate has 

served permanently in a State position for one year, unless his/her score wbuld 

be reachable on the exam list for the title and at the location for which 

35 transfer is sought; and finally, (9) the positions involved must be within two 

salary grades of each other. 

In our sample of 1,381 people, we found only two employees whose most 

36 recent promotion. occurred through a Non-competitive Qu&lifying Promotion. It 

is interesting to note that in neither case did the promotion involve only two 

salary grades, an official criterion for Non-competitive Qualifying appointment. 

As Table XXXV indicates, one promotion involved four salary grades and the other 

:i.nvolved eleven! 

34A special examination session may be scheduled. 

35 As in the case of Regular Transfer above, this criteria of one-year tenure in 
a permanent position can be waived. 

36
informants at the Civil Service Department suggest that many more such promo
tions have occurred since these data were drawn. While the legal provision 
for Non-competitive Qualifying Appointment bad been there for sometime, it has 
been a relatively little used route until quite recently. 
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TABLE XXXV 

PROMOTIONS MADE THROUGH NON-COMPETITIVE QUALIFYING APPOINTMENTS 

Salary 
Grade Number of 

Case to Which Salary Grades Race/Ethnic 
Number Promoted Promoted Status Sex 

3691 25 11 White Male 

5840 25 4 White Male 

The jump of four salary grades appears to be an i.ncorrect application of 

_tbe_ Non_-cotnpe_titiv_e_Q_ualifying appointment, promoting a -White- ma-le, -Senior-Drug- -

Abuse Counselor at salary grade 21, to a Mental Retardation Treatment Team 

Leader, at salary grade 25. Apparently the appointment was made without regard 

for the two salary grade limit on such promotions. 

The eleven salary grade promoUon, from grade 14 to grade 25 is slightly 

more complex. In June, 1979, a white male was provisionally appointed as a 

Mental Health Treatment Team Leader, salary grade 25. On that same day, a later 

entry on the file indicates a demotion to a permanent appointment as a Psychi

atric Social Work Assistant, grade 14. Six months later, the man was perman

ently appointed via Non-competitive Qualifying Promotion to the Mental Health 

Treatment Team Leader title again. 

It is unclear just what was happening. It could be that the salary grade 

14 appointment was an error on the file. To be sure, we have seen more of these 

such errors than we would like. However, when such errors occurred, they rarely 

had the consistency of this history. Had the salary grade 14 entry been 

omitted, there would be no reason to code a Non-competitive Qualifying Promotion 

to someone already even provisionally in the title. By definition, there must 

be movement between titles. However, if the promotion actually did occur 

between salary grades 14 and 25, even though the indivi.dual was previously in 
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the grade 25 title, it raises some interesting questions about how carefully the 

criteria for such promotions are guarded. 

Promotion Through Reallocation 

A Reallocation involves an administrative adjustment in the salary grade 

assigned to a particular position, due to such factors as changes in the respon

sibilities associated with the position. Only two promotions were received 

through this route. Both of these appear to be reasonable promotional adjust

ments of two salary grades, involving positions of Director of two program 

areas. 

NEW 
SALARY 

CASE GRADE 

5485 33 

5564 33 

TABLE XXXVI 

PROMOTIONS THROUGH REALLOCATION 

NUMBER OF 
SALARY GRADES 

PROMOTED 

2 

2 

MINORITY 
STATUS SEX 

White Ma.le 

Hispanic Male 

Both promotions were obtained by males, one Hispanic; one white. Both 

Were Directors, reallocated to salary grade 33, one from grade 31 and one from 

grade 29. 

Promotion Through Change in. Jurisdictional Classific.ition 

In New York State Civil Service, there are nine jurisdictional classifica

tions used to designate posit1.ons. For example, a competitive position is one 

for which it is practicable to determine the merit and fitness of applicants by 

competitive examination. (This research encompassed only competitive ciass 
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positions.) A non-competitive position is one for which it is not practicable 

to ascertain the merit and fitness of applicants by competitive examination. A 

labor class positi.on :i.s considered an unskilled labor posit:i.on. An exempt class 

position is one specifically listed in Ci.vil Service Law as an appropriate 

non-competitive appointed position (e.g. the deputies of principal executive 

off:ices). 

TABLE XXXVII 
PROMOTIONS THROUGH JURISDICTIONAL CLASSIFICATION 

- -- - --- - -- --

NUMBER OF 
NEW SALARY 

CASE SALARY GRADES IN RACE/ETHNIC 
NUMBER GRADE PROMOTION STATUS SEX 

2017 23 5 White Male 

5182 25 2 White Male 

Theoretic.ally, a change in Jurisdi.ctional Classification should have no 

effect on one's salary grade: it should not involve a demotion or promotion. 

However, in our sample we found two individuals whose most recent promotions are 

coded as betng due to a change of Jur:l.sdictional Classification. These are 

promotions, but upon further investi.gation, :i.t does not appear that there is any 

change in their Juri.sdictional Classification. There is no way to determine 

what the correct transaction code for the type of promotion should have been. 

Conclusion 

The variety of little used routes of promotion were difficult to analyze in 

any systematic way because of the extremely small numbers involved. When taken 

al together there were only 30 such promotions, received in largest number by 
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white men. White women received a son1ewhat smaller propottion of these pr·omo

tions than one would expect given theit reptesentation rates in the State 

workforce. Moreover, only on~ of the 30 promotions was received by a minority 

·employee. 

In several cases the promotions observed appear to b·e vety urtus\lal. 

'Sometimes errors were identified, such as those made ih promoting two empl'oyees 

through change of Jurisdictional Classification. Other times it was difficult 

to ascertain whether unusual promotions resulted from errors, ihappropriate use 

of a promotional mecha.nism, ot ohly the e:ittremeiy flexible use bf some mechan

isms to promote selected individuals. Regardless of which of these causes 

explains any given case, it se·ems cleat that some state mohitoting or the 

process would be wise. Most important to monitor are what appear to be the 

inappropriate uses of certain mechanisms of promotion, for exampie thi'.'1 sl:!veh 

salary grade promotion of the Psychologist Assistant III to a Psychoiog:lst tr. 

Finally, the monitoring should be done to assure that members of certain groups 

are not consistently igmwed fot the special promotional opportunities made 

possible by the most flexible mechanisms. 
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IX. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

In this report, the distribution of managerial promotions in sixteen New 

York State agencies was examined to determine whether the promotion mechanisms 

used varied by the sex and the race/ethnicity of employees. An hypothesis of 

institutional discrimination was tested in several ways to determine whether 

women and minority men received disproportionately low numbers of promotions 

through the various routes. 

We. fot1_nd,_ :that :the_ manager_ial pr9mc,t_ion_ prgcess_does involve_instj_t_ut_ional 

discrimination, perhaps without the intention to discriminate. It involves a 

"clearly identifiable population receiving fewer ... rewards ... than a clearly 

identifiable comparison population" (Alvarez, 1979, p 2). To address this 

problem, we have recommended some changes in how promotion mechanisms are 

speci.fied and some changes in how they are carried out. 

Because the disparate use of specific promotional mechanisms for the 

advancement of various sex and race/ethnic groups has been reported in detail in 

the previous chapters, we will review only the general findings here and make 

recommendations for policy change, 

Review of General Findings 

Most Promotions Were Made Through Non-·Traditional Routes. One of the most 

surprising findings of this study is the overall distribution of promotions 

across mechanisms. We were especially surprised by the very large proportion of 

promotions made outside of what we had considered the traditional advancement 

mechanism -- the Competitive Examination. The reader will recall that only 30 

percent of the most recent promotions for the 1381 individuals in our sample 

were made through Traditional Examinations. 
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In fact, the most prevalent mechan:i.sm used for managerial advancement was 

the Non-list Promotion. Non-list Promotions include provisional and temporary 

appointments made without regard to an examination list, They are less desire

able than permanent promotions, since employees holding such appointments, have 

no vested rights to the position, Moreover, although they are legally mandated 

to be of short duration, many Non-list Promotio1is continue for long periods. 

Approximately 64 percent of all promotions were made on this basis, 

The remaining 6 percent of all promotions were made through what we have 

come to call in this report the Other Alternative Routes of Promotion. These 

include Administrative Transfers, Regular Transfers, Non-competitive Promotions, 

Non-competitive Qualifying Promotions, Non-competitive Open Competitive Promo

tions, Changes in Jurisdictional Classification, Reinstatements Within One Year, 

Reallocations, and Structural Changes. 

Women and Minority Men Are Promoted Throu&h Fewer Mechanisms Than White 

Men. The second general finding of this study involves the distribution of all 

of these promoti.on types among the four sex and race/ethnic groups. White men 

received promotions throtigh the entire range of eleven possible routes. How

ever, other groups did not receive promotions through such a broad range of 

mechanisms, White women received promotions through only eight of the eleven 

routes. Minority men and minority women received promotions through an even 

narrower range: minority men received promotions through four and minority women 

received promotions through only three of the eleven routes. 

The implications of this finding are alarming, If we were to have hypo

thesized no discrimination, then we would have expected that members of all 

groups would have access to promotion through each of the routes in some propor

tion approximating the proportion of the relevant population they represent. In 

fact, women and minority men do not experience eqtlal promotional opportunity in 
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this regard. As a group their promotions are made through a much narrower range 

of mechanisms than the promotions of white men. This is an important indicator 

of potential institutional discrimination. 

Managerial Flexibility Primarily is Used to Promote White Men, Our third 

and most important general finding concerns the use of managerial flexibility. 

The non-traditional routes of promotion under study here offer a measure of 

managerial flexibility within an otherwise rigid promotional system. In and of 

itself, such managerial flexibility is not troubling. Rather, it is because the 

flexibility-appears to be- used -to - the- disproportionate benefit- of- white-males 

that it is important to note. Readers are referred specifically to the chapters 

on the Non-list Promotion process and on the least frequently used routes of 

promotion for specific examples of this phenomenon. 

It may be the case that managers have quite positive intentions when they 

use the flexibility inherent in these non-traditional routes to promote candi

dates outside of the more traditional and competitive examination process. For 

instance, managers may be assuring that the person they already perceive as the 

best candidate gets the job. In this vein, managers also may be attempting to 

save State resources and make promotional appointments with the least amount of 

Civil Service activity and paperwork possible. These suggestions would seem 

less troubling if it were not for the fact that over and over again managerial 

flexibility has been used disproportionately to promote majority males, rarely 

for the promotion of majority women, and virtually never for the promotion of 

minorities. 

The State Workforce Remains Sex and Race/Ethnic Segregated. Our fourth 

general finding entails the analysis of the sex and race/ethnic segregation of 

the State managerial workforce. We were forced to conclude that the promotions 

captured in this study were not going to create a major break from the largely 
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segrega,ted s.tatt.11:1 quo. Women apq minorHies \:!ontinµed to pe prnmot~d prim1;J.ri.ly 

into positions wh:tch already had f:lignHicant ll'l-lfnbers of w:qm,en i:md m::l.m>ritiei;; in 

them. Whites and men were promoted pr:!-mari.ly into tit:\.es alref1.dY d,pminated by 

whites ~nd m~m,. To the extent that mechanisms 4sed fpr pro.motion maY lrn related 

to jop title, as long as job titles remain sex and rai:e segregated it way be 

Woltlen anct Minority Men an~ T,t:iss 1,+kdy to .. he CoµS.iih~r~c! E:\.i,~ib¼e . for 

Manc1-gerial Promotion. B&s!=!d on the finding of contintieq se~ i:t-nd r1p.r,e/ etrmic 

segregation of the workforce, our fifth major finding is. npt surprising. Where 

selection for promotion is based PP eHgib::I.Hty r!c!qiri-rem1?nts. whi!-?-h ::l.t10li+de 

promotional opportunity afforded wtrite men. Th:\.~ :f:indirig is releva:pt to three 

types of promotional nwtes: Traclit:i-o.nal Examinations.; 1\dministrative Transfers; 

and Non-qompetitive P17omotions. 

In prevtous Center resef.lrch on TradHiona+ ~:xfl.minaHAn8, we rnported that 

women and minority men were less likely to be in titles ma~in~ thew eligible to 

further aupporte4 hy thia res,earch where we found that white men wen~ wpre 

:j.iJcely to be prmnoted through thos,e e:xaminat:!.ons with the narrowes,t eligibHity 

requirements, than any other grotip. Women and miiwriJ:y ni.en were more li~elY to 

be promoted through examinations, with the most ppen eligibility requirements. 
- __ _:_ . -- ---------- ----- ---- - --- __ · - -----'- - ------ -- -- ~ . - - - -· - - - -

In this rt.u,earch we &lso found thr;1.t titlea el.:igible for Adm:!.nistrat:1.ve 

Transfer were 4omina.ted by whites and 1:nales. Being in a title el.igiP1e. for 

1\dministrative Transfer is a pa:rticularly advantageous sit:µ<1tioni since qnc~ :j..n 

these titles one can pe promoted into a wide vartety of other administrat:(:ve 

jobs. However, since women are present in these jobs in relatively SJllall 
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numbers compared to men, and since minorities represent a tiny proportion of 

incumbents compared to whites, women and minority men are not as likely to be 

eligible for Administrative Transfer Promotions as are majority men. 

In addition, although we cannot be certain with these data, our findings 

suggest that white males may have greater opportunity for Non-competitive 

Promotions based on eligibility criteria. We found that white males received a 

disproportionate number of Non-competitive Promotions compared to women and 

minority men. Non-competitive Promotions are made when there are three or fewer 

inc!_ividuals_ ~i!h th~ _a1>pr_opr_i~te 9.1.1:a:t.ifi._catJo_!I.~ _e]J..g_i_l,_l_e _f_()r_ t:hg _pl'.'_omQti_on_._ I_f 

women and minority men are not among those three or fewer eligible, then ob

viously such promotions disproportionately will be obtained by white men. These 

findings all suggest that women and minority men often may be excluded from 

promotion through a particular route based on eligibility. 

More specific research results relevant to each of the routes of promotion 

we~e reported in the previous chapters and will not be restated here. In the 

sections that follow, we outline the policy implications of this research and 

make recommendations for change. 

Policy Recommendations 

Flexibility Must be Balanced with Accountability. While the added measure 

of flexibility provided for in the non-traditional routes of promotion may be a 

useful management tool, we found that it may also work to the disadvantage of 

women and minority men. Thus, our major recommendation is a careful balancing 

of system flexibility with system monitoring to assure that the flexibility is 

not used to the advantage or disadvantage of any identifiable group. 

The need for additional managerial flexibility is cited by many involved in 

public sector personnel. Examples of statements made by noted administrators 
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and scholars Ulustrate this. Campbell, calling for flexibi.lity in the federal 

civil service argued that, 

Personnel rules and regulations, which originated as a defense against 
spoils and the ineffective government which widespread patronage 
provided, now result in as much inefficiency as they were designed to 
prevent. The system is so encrusted that many managers feel it is 
almost impossible to manage effectively. (Campbell; 1978,, p. 100). 

Similarly, the National Academy of Public Administration has argued that 

federal managers " ••• tend to view the (personnel) system as just another set of 

obstacles they must overcome ••• Policies and practices are viewed as hurdles to 

cross. 1137 

Among other points, the Academy recommends the elimination of detailed 

pro.cedures and the relinquishing of detailed controls by the central agency to 

"deregulate" the personnel function. 

A responsive and flexible personnel system in New York State also has been 

a focus of comment by a broad spectrum of publi.c servants. Karen Btirstein; 

President of the New York State Civil Service Commission, has stated on 

several occasions that while the civil service system's fundamental principals 

of merit and fitness are sound, there is much that needs to be dorte to keep the 

system responsive to the changing workforce (Chief-Leader, 1983; Sttictly 

Personnel, 1983). What needs to be done to make the system more responsive 

often involves making the system more flexible. Yet; how that flexibility is 

introduced is a critical concern, not only to administrators of civil service 

systems, but also to others interested in the continuing progress of the 

underrepresented. 

Precisely what is meant by flexibility and responsiveness varies depending 

on who is comnienting. Personnel managers and. agency heads often desire 

37 
Nat:i.onal Academy of Public Administration, 1983, p. 1. 
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flexibility to expedite the appointment of staff outside of the often laborious 

Traditional Examination process and without the constraints of the rule of 

three. Affirmative action officers and advocates often desire flexibility to 

make appointments which would further integrate the workforce, Other managers 

desire flexibility to reward outstanding employees, while still other managers 

dehire flexibility to hire and fire at will, without bureaucratic procedure. 

Obviously, managerial flexibility is a two-edged sword: it can be used to cut 

through red tape for more efficient and effective government employment or it 

can be use_d_tg _cut_o_ff_ the_ pro_te~t_i.oris 9_j: tho13e_W__hQs_e _emplqyment_ dgh_ta migh_t_b_e _ 

better ensured under a more rigid and prescribed system. Managerial flexi

bility, if used appropriately, can have clear benefits. If used inappropri

ately, it could damage the operational principles of the merit system and could 

lead to unequal opportunity, as well as cronyism and favoritism. 

The dilemma of introducing flexibility can be characterized as one of 

negotiating between competing goals. Flexibility can play a role in the goal 

competition between the use of representativeness principles and traditional 

merit principles (Rosenbloom, 1977; McGregor, 1976), between primary organiza

tional missions of service or production and secondary or tertiary missions of 

being responsive to social policies like non-discrimination and affirmative 

action (Chertos, 1982; Feagin, 1981; Koch and Chismar, 1976), and between the 

operational goals of efficiently carrying out managerial responsibilities and of 

safeguarding against managerial abuse (Friss, 1982). 

In his analysis Campbell (1978) pointed out the competition among the goals 

of various groups interested in federal civil service reform. However, like 

many other managers, he did not perceive a conflict between the goals of an 

increasingly flexible system of high level managerial appointment (what became 
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the Senior Executive Service) and the goals of affirmative action. In fact, he 

felt that added flexibility in making high level appointments would enhance the 

government's ability to bring women and/ or minorities into upper management. 

The research reported here suggests that. while increased flexibility is desir

able under some circumstances, it is not a panacea for our need to bring tnore 

women and minorities into higher levels of management. In fact, it may at times 

work to thwart such progress. 

We recommend that the use of the Other Alternative Routes of Promotion be 

given more careful stlldy. Hit is the case that members of Cl:lrtain groups are 

afforded special privilege through the use of these appointments~ then we 

recommend careful. monitor:tng of the practice. To insure that these processes of 

promotion are used fairly and without preference, monitoring systems shpuld 

include prior justification required of each manager who desires to promote a 

traditional candidate through a non-traditional route of advancement. 

The Legal Length of Non-list Appointments Should be Evaluated, We fpund 

that Non-list (prov1.sional and tempor,iry) Promotions continue considerably 

longer than intended by law. This can be problematic for employees whose career 

progress depends on permanent appointments and promotions, It can also be 

problematic for State agencies, which may need a more stable workforce. Tµus, 

we recommend that the ex:i.sting legal 1:1.mits a.swell as the existing administra

tive compliance mechanisms be r.eviewed by New York State. 

The State_ already has expressed considerable concern _over thh_ situat.ion. 

Through a concentrated effort, they report having cut the number of provisional 

appointments in half over the last two years. We can assume th;:1t the averag.e 

length of provisional appointments has also been cut. 

However, ultimately it might be unrealistic to adhere to a nine month l:bnit 

for provisional appointments pending the administration of an examination. 
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Given the size of the State workforce and currently available technology, it 

takes considerable time to schedule and prepare an examination, broadly recruit, 

take applications and check the eligibility of applicants, hold the examinations 

(often both written and oral), score them, rank order the list, canvass the li~t 

for a particular opening, conduct interviews with the three highest scoring and 

interested candidates, make a selection, and place the new appointee in the job, 

Perhaps change in the legal statute to set a realisti.c time limit, as well 

as change in administrative structure and process to enable more uniform compli

ance _ with _ th_e _ lega_l _ tim_e li_mi_t. __ t3110ul9- _ b_e G...onsidered. _These_ chang~s _ w.ould _ 

facilitate managerial flexibility, as well as enable the creation of workable 

mechanisms of accountability. 

Eligibility for Managerial Promotion Should be Expanded to Include More 

Women and. Minority Men. We have already indicated that when selection for 

promotion is based on eligibility requirements which include experience in 

specific jobs, women and minority men experience unequal access to promotional 

opportunity. Routes of promotion where this requirement may be most problematic 

include Traditional Examinations, Administrative Transfers, and Non-competitive 

Promotions. Thus, we recommend that strategies be developed to increase the 

eligibility of women and minority men for managerial promotion through these 

routes. 

We recommend two strategies. First increased efforts can be made to 

integrate the titles currently on the eligible list. This may mean targeted 

recruiting efforts aimed at women and minority men for all entry level manager-

ial positions. It may also mean affirmative hiring practices that encourage 

managers to select candldates who add to workforce diversity. These are basic 

elements of any good affirmative action program. 
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Second, we recommend that the State and the relevant labor organization(s) 

jointly re .... evaluate titles currently considered ineligible for any managerial 

promotion. In this way additional titles with relatively large numbers of women 

and minority men may be identifted which meet the qµalifications for inclusion. 

;Based on previous Center J;"esearch, the State and the Public Employees Federation 

are already involved in a similar pilot progr;3.m to increase the numbel;'s of women 

and minority men eligible for managerial pJ;"omotion exams. The Managerial Access 

PJ;"oject, coordinated by .the Center for Women in Government, currently works with 

labor/ management committees to identify additional titles which might make one 

eligible for a particulal;" managerial examination. 

One example may prove useful here. In the case of promotion to some 

medical care adwinistration titles, those in many male dominated job titles 

representing a mix of technical/medical work and administrative work had been 

considered eligible to compete for the promotion. However, those currently 

working in several administrative nursing titles, where incumbents did both 

administrative work and some direct patient care, had not been considered 

eligible to compete for the promotion. Upon closer analysis, the labor/ 

management committee concluded that these female dominated nursing titles do 

provide the appropriate experience to qualify incumbents for the managerj_al 

title in question and recommended that they should be included on a revised list 

of qualifying titles. In this way, the opportunity for women to compete for 

managerial promotion was expanded. 

We recommend a major institµtionalization of a process similar to the P,ilot 

described above whereby eligibility criteria for all managerial examinations are 

carefully evaluated for unnecessary negative effects on wo.men and minorities. 

Similar cooperative efforts between labor and management may very well 

identify titles with large numbers of women and minority men previously 
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overlooked when the Administrative Transfer roster was established. If 

additional titles with signHicant numbers of female and minority incumbents are 

found to be appropriate for inclusion in the Administrative Transfer system, in 

all likelihood, it will increase the number of women and minority men gaining 

promotion through this route. In the long run, it also should assist in further 

integrating those male dominated occupations already considered eligible for 

Administrative Transfer. 

In the case of Non-competitive Promotions, which by definition are only 

possible when_ t!1re_e _ or fey~r ind:i,vid_!.tal.s a_r~ gl_igil,_l~ __ f_gr_ a pi;_omo_ti_on,_ 5-pec_ia_l_ _ 

care should be given to assure that the eligibility requirements do not dis

criminate against women and minority men. This could be done through labor/ 

management committees, as in the Managerial Access Project, or through a cen

tralized monitoring process. 

Employees Must Be Provided with Better Information About All the Routes of 

Promotion. It is vital that all employees have information on ways to advance 

j_n government. Without equal access to information, differential use of the 

routes of promotion may result. Differential access to information about how the 

system operates may be through "the old boy network" we hear so much about or 

through other unofficial mechanisms. If information is unevenly available, and 

if white men are more likely to have access to this information than others, 

that might explain in part why white men receive so many more promotions through 

the wide range of alternative routes. 

One example of what can happen without information arose in a conversation 

with a woman in a mid-level management position. She came into State service to 

take a provisional appointment four years previously. After one year she was 

provisionally promoted to her current position pending the administration of an 

examination. She was frustrated because after four years of State service, 
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three years in her current position, she still had no permanent appointment 

and therefore no vested employment rights. When she asked bet supervisor a.bout 

the examination for her position, he r·esportded that an exatnirtatioh could not be 

given because there were no other peopie who qualified for it. He implied that 

she would have to remain provisionally appointed until a suitable pool of 

candidates could be gathered, 

This woman had never heard of a Non-competitive Open Gotnpetitive Prombtion; 

yet she was a prime candidate for it. Surely, the State! law was eM.cte¢ to 

protect people in situations just like this. After I explained the procesl3 to 

her, she was able to go back to her supervisor and request the permanent 

a.ppoihtment through a Non-competitive Open Competitive Promotion. 

w:i.thotit reading the Civil Service Law or just happeh:lhg tb have a conversation 

with someone who knew, this woman had no easy access to the information oh how 

the system really works. Obviously; her supervisor did tiOt krtow about 

Noti'-Competitive Promotions either. 

To respond to such situations, we suggest that the St~te issue a tnant1al 

outlining all of the various legal artd procedural mechanisms which can lead to 

career advancement. With this information in hartd, art employee could partici

pate in decisions affectihg less traditional advancement. In addition; such a 

trtartltal would assist managers artd employees who would latet enter martagetnertt to 

better understand how to assist in the career development of theit sUbotdinates; 

It has been suggested repeatedly throughout this report that although the most 

flexible routes of promotion tend to be used to promote white men, they could be 

used as a tool for affirmative action in the State. In order to tnake full use 

of that opportunity, managers must understand the possibility of using these 

routes to practice affirmative action and be held accountable for doing so. 
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Consistent with recommendations made above for monitoring appointments 

through non-traditional routes and for developing a manual on promotional 

mechanisms, we recommend that these same strategies be extended specifically for 

affirmative action purposes. Our earlier recommendation for system monitoring 

was to insure non-discrimination in the allocation of promotions. We stress 

that the monitoring system could go beyond non-discrimination to address issues 

of affirmative action. Similarly, our recommendation for a manual to provide 

employees with equal access to information could be extended to include 

information on.how these routes can be used to_take_affirmative-action.- __ _ 

Conclusion 

In this report we have analyzed the routes of managerial promotions in New 

York State government. Although we found disparate use of the various routes 

of promotion, such that it was white men who received the majority of non

traditional permanent promotions, this need not always be the case. We have 

made several recommendations which, if implemented, we believe will maintain the 

flexibility inherent in the existing system and, at the same time, will reduce 

the unequal opportunity currently experienced by women and minority men. 

These results are intended to be useful to New York State in its continuing 

efforts to create equal employment opportunity. In addition, we hope that this 

report will be generally useful to those who continue in the effort to under

stand the potential for adverse impact of organizational structures and 

practices. 
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APPENDIX A 

DATA FORMAT AND LIMITATIONS 
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This appendix provides a detailed atcbunt of out data source, our analysis 

procedure fot identifying an employee's most recent promotion, and the 

limitations on the analysis which resulted. 

Pata Source 

We received career history data oti. the 7119 tnanagers in cbmpetitive atid 

non-competitive positions in sixteen pte-seietted New York State agencies; as of 

November 1980. 3 7 These data were deiivered both on cotnptlter tape and hard 

(paper) copy. 

Figure B provides a reproduction of the type of hatd cbpy data we received. 

The computer tape contained essentially the same informatioti as the hard copy; 

with a bogus social security number (000-00·0001 through 000-00~7119) to itlen~ 

tify each case. At the top of figure B, the currertt position record tell§ us 

that the individual is in the competitive class (jurisdictional code= O); is a 

Senior Soils Engineer (tit1e code = 01050), at salaty grade 23. Line two 

provides the current employing agency (Office of General Services), the type of 

appointment (permanent, code 1), the transaction code for how that appointmettt 

was made (by Non-competitive Promotion, transaction code= 14), and the da:te of 

the appointment (9-4-80). Line three informs us that the individual is male 

(sex = 1), non--m:inority (ethnic = O); a non-veteran (veteran is code = 3), was 

born in 1948, was initially appointed in New York State iri 1973, and has been in 

the competitive jurisdictional class since his initiai appointment in 197 3. 

The individual's career history is below the position record on Figure B. 

Beginning at the top and progressing to the bottom of the history file, we 

37 Our analysis was limited to only those managers in competitive ciass 
positions. 
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FIGURE B 

CENTER FOR WOMEN IN GOVERNMENT 
APPOINTMENT TYPE STUDY 

-~---·.--··- -·-· ·--·-- -. 

POSITION/PERSONNEL DATA 

JURIS. CLASS - 0 

AGENCY CODE - 01050 

TITLE CODE - 4027300 TITLE - SENR SOILS ENGINEER SALARY GRADE - 23 

APPT. DATE - 09/04/80 

INIT. APPT. - 06/28/73 

HISTORY DATA 

AGENCY NAME - EX OFF GEN SERV TYPE APPT. - 1 TRANS. CODE - 14 

SEX - 1 ETHNIC - 0 VET. CODE - 3 BIRTHDATE - 05/48 

CLASS. SRTY. DATE - 06/28/73 

JUR CLASS 

0 

TITLE SG LIST# EFF DATE ITEM# AGENCY APPT. TYPE PERSONNEL ACTION 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Assnt Soils Engineer 19 
Jr Engineer 15 
Jr Engineer 15 
Jr Engineer 15 
Asst Soils Engineer 019 
Assnt Soils Engineer 19 
Assnt Soils Engineer 19 
Assnt Sani Engr 19 
Jr Engr 015 
Assnt Sani Engr 19 
Assnt Civil Engr Cons 19 
Assnt Soils Engineer 19 
Senr Soils Engineer 23 
Senr Soils Engineer 23 

35-450 10/15/74 
04/01/75 
05/15/76 
09/09/76 

354500 12/13/76 
12/23/76 

35-450 12/08/77 
03/30/78 
03/30/78 

20-122 04/13/78 
06/22/78 
07 /20/78 
10/25/79 
09/04/80 

***This transaction indicates a promotion. 

44051 
44403 
44403 
44403 
44431 
44431 
44391 
14123 
14123 
14123 
46829 
30664 
30664 
30664 

Trans Maii;i Off 
Trans Main Off 
Transportn M/0 
Trans Main Off 
Trans Main Off 
Trans Mai-h Off 
Trans Mairi Off 

I 

Envir Cons M/0 
Envir Cons M/0 
Envir Cons M/0 
Envir Cons M/0 
Ex Off Geil Serv 

I 

Ex Off Gen Serv 
Ex Off Gen Serv 

Temp 
Perm 
Temp 
Perm 
Cont 
Cont 
Perm 
Prov 
Perm 
Perm 
Prov 
Perm 
Prov 
Perm 

Dept 
Rein Lv 
Pref 
Pref 
Appt/Lv*** 
Rein Lv 
Dept 
Pend Exam 
Tr Reg 
Oc 
Pend Exam 
Rein Res 
Pend Exam*** 
NCP 

I-' 
w 
(J1 



should be able to p-qce the coirrse pf :tlw :!-ndiv:f..dual.' E! earner. J: say ''should 

Tracing an Employee's History 
,., ·:- -. - .J.-, ... - . . ' 

The reader is referred again to Figure B, as an ex4mple Q.f a care~r 

history. Begin,11ip,~ /lt the top, we m:~te an incons:f..e,t~ncy ! Al.tho1,Hii1 thh m~n 

entereq ~tate ~wrvice in 19n, hi!:! f-areer history was not enternd on-tA the 

p1;rnnanen.t apppintwf;lnt of .Jµnior ~ngineer, fHJ.lary grad~ i5, 1'hei~ am two 

p.qdi!=i.pna). t:ran!iiactions on hh fHe wh:f..l.e he remained in that JHJdti.p111 h;!.$ 

fip:po:j._p:tment wa,s changep to temporary wnd th1m to permanent agaJn~ Because hh 

Hne num,qer stayecl the E11;1.me, we suspect that the temporary appointment entry 

bas.ts to Asshtant ~QH~ En~in~er a,.nq inmi.~4htely took a leave of &bEience. Ten 

days later lie ret:urne4 to worts, A year later, iH Pe.c.emp~r, l 977,. thi:l:t appoint--:

men:i: was made permanent throµgh appo:intwent from iii, (lepartm~ntfll p,:rorooticm l.i.fi!t. 

ln March of 197P, gccording tp the reccr4 be w11 provisioµally appolnt@d to 

the title of Assistant Sanitary Engineer, still at salary grade 19, However~ on 
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the same day a regular transfer mechanism was used to demote him to a Junior 

Engineer, his old salary grade 15 position, This combination of events seems 

unli.kely in fact. Yet, this is quite typical of the confusion in individual 

personnel records. An analyst can only guess which, if either, of the entries 

is a mistake. 

The following month, April 1978, this employee was permanently appointed to 

the title of Assistant Sanitary Engineer through an open competitive examina

tion. Two months later he was provisionally appointed Assistant Civil Engineer 

in the Office_ of General Services _at the_ same _salary _grade,_ Within a_month that

appointment was made permanent. 

In October, 1979, this employee was provisionally promoted to Senior Soils 

Engineer, salary grade 23. Eleven months lat.er that promotion was made perman

ent through a Non-competitive Promotion, 

It is important to note that in this career history example there are only 

two promotions. They are marked with asterisks in the right hand margin. The 

most recent promotion was included in our analysis of routes of promotion. 

Data Limitations 

In this section, a brief discussion of the data and analysis problems we 

hall with these career histories will be presented. Most importantly, the 

problems encountered constrained the kinds of research questions we were able to 

ask in this analysis. 

Our data problems were extensive from the very beginning. Not until we 

actually began the analysis, the sample having been drawn and the career his

tories gathered, did we realize the breath of information captured in trans

action codes. We originally defined promotion as a positive change in salary 

grade between the last two lines (transactions) on an employee's career history, 
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However, we sodh found that trans.action codes capture many other thirtgs in 

addition to promotions. As indicated earlier, changes in a numerical code 

indicating the source of a particular i.ndividual' s paycheck, corrections or 

alterations to previous entries on their file, completion of probationary 

periods, leaves of absence, and extensions of leaves of absence are all examples 

of the myriad of irrelevant data that we had accumulated, Obviously; these data 

were relevant to State personnel staff who originated and maintained the 

records. However, we did not fully understand going into the analysis how many 

"lines" of data we would have to sort through to find what we were interested in 

a promotion. In the example of Figure B only two out of fourteen lines were 

of interest for this analysis. 

This led to our most important disappointment with the data. We were 

unable to isolate all those promoted in our sample. Because the care~r his

tories were so bulky with information potentially irreleva.rtt to a study of the 

promotion process, we were forced to select a subset of entries (the last four 

lines) and to search within thetn for a prom.at ion, if there was orte, If no 

promotion was found in the last four lines, that individual was e*cluded from 

rurther analysis, The resulting 1381 promotions available for analysis were a 

small number compared to our original sample. In addition to reducing the size 

bf our sample, using only promotions found in the last £out lines meant that we 

were introducing a significant new bias: those who had been promoted least 

frequently and less recently vere less likely to be included in our study than 

those who had been promoted more frequently or very recently. 

Finally, problems associated with the career history data also. are 

reptesented in Figure B. Transaction codes were occasionally found to be used 

incorrectly; for instance. a change of budget line number ..,...,. which should only 

affect the budget mechanism for the employee's paycheck, not the size of the 
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paycheck -- resulting in an increase in salary grade. Transaction codes were 

frequently entered incorrectly to the wrong person's file, for example a line 

showing a psychologist becoming a budget analyst. When a correction is made, a 

new line is entered showing the analyst becoming a psychologist again but the 

incorrect entry is never removed. Thus, research staff had to make judgments as 

to whether a given change in occupation was real, or whether it was so far 

fetched that we could safely assume a mistake. We tended to be conservative 

with our manipulations and to assume if the change was at all feasible, it was 

real. 

In summary, data limitations prohibited us from answering all of the 

research questions of interest. First, we experienced problems with the volume 

of irrelevant data accumulated. A very large proportion of the transactions did 

not involve promotions. Finding the most recent promotion on an individual's 

record then required the development of a computer program which could search 

through each history for a positive change i.n salary grade. Due to cost con

straints of both time and funds, we were forced to limit that search to a small 

number of lines on each history. This resulted in a smaller sample of individ

uals than we had originally anticipated. 

We also encountered problems with data format and quality. Although we 

could adjust our analysis procedures to cope with the data format, we were less 

able to compensate for data quality. Difficult staff decisions were necessary 

to determine the most likely interpretations of confusing State recordkeeping. 

However, even with these data limitations, we were able to analyze the most 

recent promotions for 1381 managers in competitive class positions in New York 

State. This is a larger sample than many researchers even can hope for. 

The data were clearly adequate for our needs. With these 1381 promotions, 

we were able to fulfill the objective of this study. We tested for and found 
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systematic differences in the use qf promotional mechanisms. Oh that basis, we 

were able to make recommendAtions to reduce those 4ifferences, 
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